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CONTACT US

2

SOCIAL MEDIA

We invite you to follow us on the social media platforms listed below to stay up-to-date on 
the latest news, products, job postings and other happenings at Superior Glove!

FACEBOOK

 facebook.com/superiorglove

INSTAGRAM

 instagram.com/superior_glove

LINKEDIN

 linkedin.com/company/superior-glove

TWITTER

 twitter.com/superiorglove
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CANADA - HEAD OFFICE

PH (800) 265-7617 | (519) 853-1920
FX (519) 853-4496 
36 Vimy St., Acton ON  L7J 1S1
business.development@superiorglove.com

MEXICO

PH (281) 795-5250
FX (519) 853-4496 
johann.arjona@superiorglove.com

SOUTH AMERICA/AFRICA/ASIA/
AUSTRALASIA

PH (001) 905-749-1920 
margaret@superiorglove.com

QUEBEC

PH (514) 327-6812
FX (514) 29-2080 
9125 Pascal Gagnon, Suite 107
St. Léonard, QC  H1P 1Z4
info@groupdibello.com

EUROPE

PH +44 (0) 7748 801 833                      
 +1 519 853 1920
FX +1 519 853 4496 
graham.ayers@superiorglove.com

UNITED STATES

PH (800) 265-7617
FX (519) 853-4496 
2345 Walden Ave., Cheektowaga, NY 14225
business.development@superiorglove.com

Our Product Catalog features a curated selection of hand and arm protection but is not an all-inclusive list 
of the over 3,500 styles we have available. For information on products not included in the Product Catalog, 

please speak with your Superior Glove representative or visit our website at www.superiorglove.com.
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Many people think that at Superior Glove we’re passionate about gloves, but the truth is, we are passionate 
about hands. We recognize the value of your hands and most importantly, understand the true cost of an 
injury. When we design our safety gloves, we not only think about the task you’ll be performing, but also all 
the other important tasks you’ll need your hands for – such as holding your child’s hand – and we build all 
our gloves with that in mind. 

That’s why you don’t see any gloves on our cover. When you put on a Superior glove, you are slipping your 
hand into over 100 years of design and innovation expertise expertly crafted to ensure your hands are there 
for you when you need them. 

We’re very excited about our product offering this year. While you’ll see many familiar favorites, we’ve also 
added several brand-new products – many of which are the first of their kind to market.

Safety. Innovation. Family.

That’s what we’re about.

Your hands are your most valuable tool and you put them on the line, every day. When it comes to keeping 
them safe, trust the name you know puts your interests first. Trust Superior Glove.

If you would like assistance selecting the perfect glove or have a specific issue that needs solving, give us a 
call at 1-800-265-7617 or email customerservice@superiorglove.com. We’ll find the solution! 

Tony Geng
President

Proudly Canadian Since 1910
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DIRECT COSTS

• Hand injuries are the #2 leading cause of work-related  
 injury and the most preventable
• Over 1 million workers visit the emergency room every  
 year with hand injuries
• Wearing gloves has been proven to reduce the relative  
 risk of injury by 60%

INDIRECT COSTS

• Investigating the accident
• Lost worker productivity
• Training of a replacement employee
• Damage to workers' morale leading to absenteeism
• Deterioration of goodwill and the company's reputation

TIME/PRODUCTIVITY

• There are 110,000 lost-time injuries each year
• The average reported hand injury requires six (6) days 
 off work

GLOVES IN ACTION

$2,000
The cost to receive stitches

$6,000+
The average cost of an injury claim

$7,500
Average cost of lost-time workers' 
compensation claims

$10,000
The cost of a laceration

$70,000+
Cost to repair a severed tendon

51% of occupational 
injuries involve the hand 

and fingers

Wearing gloves has been 
proven to reduce the relative 

risk of injury by 60%

51% 60%

70% of workers who 
experienced hand injuries 
were not wearing gloves.

30%
experienced injury because 
the gloves they were wearing 
were inadequate, damaged, 
or the wrong type.

WEARING THE WRONG GLOVES: 
WHAT'S IT COSTING YOU?

HIDDEN COSTS HIDDEN COSTS

THE ICEBERG EFFECT

55



Whether you’re plunging your hand into the Atlantic Ocean, tightening a bolt on an oil rig, or reaching for 
a sharp piece of metal, the last thing on your mind should be: Are my gloves going to protect me? When 
you’re out doing your job, you should be confident that your gloves can do theirs. The last place you want  
to be testing the efficacy of your gloves is on the job.

At Superior Glove, we test our gloves using the latest testing standards and state-of-the-art equipment. 
When you pick up a pair of Superior gloves, you can be confident that the protection you’re promised is the 
protection you’re getting.

In our in-house testing lab, we have the equipment required to test our gloves’ ability to protect your hands 
against the following hazards:

PRODUCT TESTING:

CUT TEST
A glove’s ability to protect 

against cuts and lacerations is 
tested using ASTM F2992-15 as 

required by the 
ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 standard.

IMPACT TEST
A glove’s ability to protect 

hands against impact injuries is 
tested using the 

ANSI/ISEA 138-2019 standard.

ARC FLASH TEST
The standard test method for 

determining arc ratings of hand 
protective products developed 

and used for electrical arc
flash protection is

ASTM F2675/F2675M – 13.

superiorglove.com
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ABRASION TEST
A glove’s ability to protect hands 
against injury from abrasions is 
tested using ASTM D3389 as 

required by the 
ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 standard.

PUNCTURE TEST
A glove’s ability to protect 

hands against fine puncture 
injuries (e.g. hypodermic 
needles) is tested using 

ASTM F2878 as required by the 
ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 standard.

PUNCTURE TEST
A glove’s ability to protect 

hands against large puncture 
injuries (e.g. screws and nails) 
is tested in accordance with 
clause 6.4 of EN 388:2003 as 

required by the 
ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 standard.

THERMAL TESTS:

Cold – A glove’s ability to keep hands warm is 
measured under humidity, wind chills, and extreme 
temperatures of up to -45°F using the convective 
cold test as required by the EN 511:2016 standard.

Heat – A glove’s ability to protect hands from heat 
is tested using ASTM F1060-18. 

When it comes time to get to work, you can be confident doing your job knowing that we’ve done ours. 

(HYPODERMIC NEEDLE)
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According to the dictionary, an electric arc (an arc flash is a type of electric arc) is a “luminous discharge 
of electricity across a gap in a circuit or between electrodes”. You may not know it, but you’re probably 
already familiar with an electric arc – one happens every time you turn on a light bulb. 

ARC FLASH 101:

WHAT'S AN ARC FLASH?
An arc flash is an electric arc only on a larger scale. It is an instant explosion of electrical energy that creates light, noise, 
shockwaves, and heat; all at levels that produce serious damage. The energy emitted from an arc flash can not only 
destroy property and hurt people in the vicinity, but it can also be deadly. 

An arc flash occurs when an electric current leaves its 
intended path and travels through the air towards a new 
conductor or the ground. This path transfer happens 
when there is an arching electrical arc, and can be 
caused by a multitude of factors from dust particles in 
the air to accidental contact with a live electrical circuit. 

Protection from arc flash hazards is covered under 
the NFPA 70E standard. An arc flash hazard is 
quantified by measuring the level of incident energy, 
which is the energy transferred to a surface at a 
specified distance (typically 24 inches for low voltage 
equipment) from the area in which the arc flash will 
originate. This energy is measured using cal/cm2.

An energy value of 1.2 cal/cm2 would be 
enough to cause 2nd degree burns while 8 cal/
cm2 would cause 3rd degree burns.  

Ensuring all machinery at risk for an arc flash is de-
energized using the lockout/tagout method is the best 
prevention against injuries from arc flashes; however, 
accidents happen and humans are infallible, so it is 
always prudent to wear the proper personal protective 
equipment (PPE) when working around equipment.

WHAT CAUSES 
AN ARC FLASH? 

HOW CAN I 
PROTECT MYSELF? 

X
ARC FLASH

X.X CAL/CM2

superiorglove.com
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An Incident Enerygy Analysis will identify the area 
that forms the Arc Flash Protection Boundary, 
which is the distance from a potential arc flash in 
which PPE must be worn. 

When it comes to arc flash protection, the purpose 
of PPE is not to provide full protection from an arc 
flash but to limit the amount of damage to 2nd 
degree burns or less. Considering that the heat 
emanating from an arc flash can reach 35,000 °F 
(19,430 °C) – hotter than the surface of the sun 
– walking away with only 2nd degree burns is a 
good outcome.

NFPA 70E outlines the risk categories for arc flashes on a scale of 0 to 4 and outlines the PPE required per risk category 
as follows:

H A Z A R D  R I S K 
C A T E G O R Y

3

1

4

2

C A L  /  C M 2

25

4

40

8

R E Q U I R E D  C L O T H I N G  /  P P E

Cotton underwear plus FR shirt and FR pants plus FR 
coverall, or cotton underwear plus two FR coveralls, arc-
rated gloves

FR (flame resistant) shirt and FR pants or FR coverall, arc-
rated gloves

Cotton underwear plus FR shirt and FR pants plus multilayer 
flash suit, arc-rated gloves

Cotton underwear – conventional short sleeve and briefs/
shorts, plus FR shirt and FR pants, arc-rated gloves 

Refer to 130.7(C)15(a): if the estimated data places your hazard risk outside the above catagories, a full incident 
energy analysis will need to be preformed to provide the exact CAL rating required.  

HOW DOES 
PPE PROTECT ME? 
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Buying Superior gloves is an investment - an investment in your employees’ safety and quality. Our gloves 
are designed and built to out-perform and out-last the competition – but you can get even more out of 
your investment. 

GLOVE LAUNDERING:

GUIDELINES
For a professional clean, our customer service representatives can recommend the best launderers in your area. If you 
would rather wash your gloves yourself, keep in mind that different materials require different treatments. The following 
are general guidelines for laundering different materials that you can use to extend the useful life of your gloves. 

TenActiv™ and Dyneema® can be washed, dry 
cleaned, or bleached, all without affecting 
the materials’ specific properties; you may 
wash and re-use the gloves multiple times 
as standard detergents, ammonium, sodium 
hydroxides, and hydrochloric acids are not 
known to affect the performance of the fiber.

Washing:

1. Wash in cold water of 104°F/40°C or less only 

2. Tumble dry with low or no heat 

One limitation of fibers such as these is hot 
temperatures – the fibers will not withstand 
temperatures (wet or dry) over 291°F/144°C 

The cut-resistant qualities of Kevlar® are inherent 
and remain unchanged over the life of the glove.

Kevlar® can be washed over and over without any effect 
on shrinkage, weight loss, or changes in tensile strength.

Detergent Wash: 

1. Use approximately five pounds of commercial 
laundry soap or detergent per 100 pounds of Kevlar® 

2. Wash in hot water (170°F/75°C) 

3. Wash for 20 minutes 

4. Rinse with hot water 

5. If necessary, repeat steps 3 and 4 

6. Rinse in cold water 

7. Tumble dry for 35 minutes at 155°F/70°C

Dry Clean: 

1. Pre-wash using perchloroethylene for 5 minutes 

2. Drain 

3. Wash for 20 minutes using perchloroethylene 
and twelve ounces of anionic surfactant 
per 100 pounds of Kevlar® 

4. Tumble dry at 140°F/60°C or less

While resistant to many chemicals and solvents, 
Kevlar® must never be bleached (oxygen 
‘bleach’ can be used in place of chlorine bleach)

TENACTIV™ 

OR DYNEEMA® 
GLOVES

KEVLAR® 
GLOVES

superiorglove.com
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COST SAVINGS
If you’re not laundering your gloves, you could be missing out on tremendous cost savings. If you’re using gloves made 
from high-quality leather, TenActiv™, Dyneema®, or Kevlar®, laundering your gloves can significantly increase their useful 
life and result in substantial cost savings without impeding performance. 

OTHER MATERIALS

L E A T H E R

C O T T O N / P O LY E S T E R N Y L O N

C O A T E D

W O O L

1. Always dry clean leather 
2. Think of leather as much 

like your own skin (it 
is in effect an animal’s 
skin); soap and water will 
remove leather’s natural 
oils and cause the gloves 
to become stiff and brittle

1. Wash with warm water 
(105°F/40°C) and 
regular detergent 

2. Tumble dry at 
medium heat 

1. Wash with warm water 
(105°F/40°C) and 
regular detergent 

2. Tumble dry at low 
or no heat 

1. Wash in cold water 
(85°F/30°C or less) 

2. Use a mild detergent 
3. Tumble dry at low 

or no heat 
4. Bleach is not 

recommended 

1. Only use cold water 
(70°F/20°C or less) 

2. Gently wash with a 
mild detergent 

3. Tumble dry at low 
or no heat 

11



GLOVE STAMP GUIDE:

#00000000

All coated/non-coated string-knit cut-resistant gloves will feature this back of hand stamp. This design 
offers all technical info at a quick glance, each with product labeling representative of its cut level color.

*Information displayed on stamps 
will vary depending on available test 
results.

#00000000

I T E M  #

C U T  C O L O R

* T E S T I N G

S U P E R I O R  L O G O

B R A N D

superiorglove.com
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Like steel toed boots for your 
fingers, our PinchGuard gloves 
protect your fingertips against 

impact and pinch hazards.

You no longer have to just accept 
pinch and roll injuries in the 

workplace. These new, must-have 
gloves are available in various styles 

to suit your individual needs.

superiorglove.com/PinchGuard

FIND #378GOBFC ON

PAGE 86
FIND #378GOBBFC ON

PAGE 51

ABRASION
RESISTANCE

IMPACT
RESISTANCE

http://superiorglove.com/PinchGuard
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In medieval times, if you wanted to protect yourself from sharp edges (most notably, your enemy’s 
sword), you would need to dress head to toe in chain mail; a cumbersome garment that could weigh 
at least 20 pounds and made it extremely difficult to maneuver. Fast-forward 500 or so years and cut 
protection has come a long way. You can still find chain mail gloves (typically in industries where the 
utmost cut protection is needed) but the options for thin, comfortable gloves also offering cut protection 
are boundless.   

ADVANCED COMPOSITE YARN

The secret is in the science. Instead of relying on one strong fiber, today’s best cut-resistant gloves are made from 
yarns engineered to incorporate the benefits of two or more components. For instance, high-strength yarns such 
as TenActiv™, Kevlar®, and Dyneema® can be combined with elements such as fiberglass and steel to create an 
engineered yarn with unparalleled cut protection.

ANSI CUT LEVEL STANDARD

CUT-RESISTANT GLOVES: 

S T A I N L E S S  S T E E L  F O R  H A R D N E S S

K E V L A R  F I B E R  F O R  S T R E N G T H

H I G H  S T R E N G T H  S Y N T H E T I C  Y A R N

Many of the advances in cut-resistant fibers have been 
made in the recent past, precipitating the updates that 
were made to the ANSI/ISEA 105 standard in 2016. The 
previous standard, released in 2011, didn’t properly 
reflect the cut properties of some of today’s more 
advanced cut-resistant gloves. 

Cut resistance is measured by recording the weight 
in grams required to cut through a material with a 
20 mm blade. Previously, there were five levels and 
tests that could be conducted on either a Cut Protection 
Performance Tester (CPPT) or a Tomodynamometer Test 
Machine (TDM). The latest standard has expanded to 
nine levels to allow for better choices when selecting 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and standardized 
testing by requiring testing on a TDM only.  

Variable Load (gr/N)

Linear Movement

Glove Sample
Conductive Strip to Detect Cut-Through

superiorglove.com
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CUT LEVEL GUIDE:
Understanding the ANSI cut standard is one thing, choosing the best products for your particular needs 
is another. To help make that process easier, here are some common applications for each of the ANSI 
cut levels.

A1

A6

A2 A3 A4

A8A7

A5

A9

PRECISION ASSEMBLY BOTTLE & GLASS HANDLING

PULP & PAPER

MEAT PROCESSINGHEAVY METAL STAMPINGRECYCLING

CONSTRUCTION METAL FABRICATION

ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING OIL & GAS

FLOAT GLASS

LIGHT METAL

BLADE HANDLING

AUTO ASSEMBLY HVAC



#S13DY | 2XS-XL
•  The HPPE body construction gives these gloves greater cut 

resistance
• 13-gauge HPPE glove body 
• High dexterity and fl exibility

Applications & Industries: 
Fabrication, Food Processing, Material Handling, 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Parts Assembly

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

2
ABRASION

#SK | XS-XL
•  These highly dexterous gloves provide great cut protection 

and are comfortable to wear
• 7-gauge 100% string-knit Kevlar®

• Reversible and fully launderable (no bleach)

Applications & Industries: 
Food Processing, Glass Handling, Metal Stamping

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™
A2
CUT 

#SKMD | S-XL
• PVC dots improve grip and abrasion resistance
•  7-gauge body construction knitted with Kevlar® yarn for 360° 

cut protection
• Fully launderable (no bleach)

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Handling , Handling Sharp Edged Objects, 
Metal Stampings

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

A2
CUT 

#S13SXGPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge lint-free string-knit made with Dyneema®

•  Low-shedding grey polyurethane palm coating provides great 
grip and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, Sheet Metal Work

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

A2 

superiorglove.com
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#S13SXGPUQ | 5-12
• A cost effective alternative to the S13SXGPU
• 13-gauge lint-free economy string-knit made with Dyneema®

•  Low-shedding grey polyurethane palm coating provides great 
grip and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Circuit Board Manufacturing, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 4442

#S13SXPUQ | 6-12
• 13-gauge lint-free economy string-knit made with Dyneema®

•  Low-shedding white polyurethane palm coating provides great 
grip and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Circuit Boards, Electronics, Food Handling, Glass Handling, 
Glass Plants, Sharp Steel

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

#S13TAGPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge lint-free continuous fi lament yarn
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
•  These snug-fi tting, breathable and fl exible gloves are 

ergonomically shaped

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Fabrication, Glass Plants, 
Handling Sharp Objects

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 4241

#S15TAFGPU | 5-12
• 15-gauge lint-free continuous fi lament yarn
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Fabrication, Glass Handling, HVAC, 
Metal Handling, Small Parts Handling, Steel Framing

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A2
CUT 

3
ABRASION 3441

3
PUNCTURE 
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#SSXPU3OF | 6-10
•  Featuring open fi ngertips, these gloves offer a great balance 

of dexterity and cut protection
• 13-gauge string-knit gloves made with Dyneema® 
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
• Fingertips are open on the thumb, index and middle digits

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Circuit Boards, Electronics, Metal Handling

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

#STAHVPU | 5-12
• Hi-viz color keeps wearer alert to hand placement
• 13-gauge hi-viz high-tenacity composite yarns
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
•  Lint-free shell for contaminant-free work

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Circuit Boards, Construction, 
Fabrication, Glass Plants, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™
A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

#S13SXGNT | 5-11
• 13-gauge lint-free string-knit made with Dyneema®

• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Circuit Boards, Electronics, Fabrication, Food Handling, 
Glass Plants, HVAC, Sharp Steel

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

#S13NGFN | 5-11
• 13-gauge composite fi lament-fi ber blend
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status
• Touchscreen compatible

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Plants, 
Small Part Handling

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A2
CUT 

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

A2, A3 

superiorglove.com
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#S13SXGBFN | 6-12
• 13-gauge lint-free string-knit glove made with Dyneema®

• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts 

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Circuit Boards, Electronics, Glass Handling, 
Sharp Steel Handling

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

A2
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 4342

#S13TAGPN | 5-12
•  TenActiv™ yarn is comfortable, breathable, and won’t absorb 

sweat or moisture
•  Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils and liquids 

so hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet 
 and oily conditions
• High abrasion resistance

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, General Purpose

TE
NA

CT
IV

™
A2
CUT 

4
ABRASION

#SKLP | XS-2XL
•  Made from Kevlar® and leather, these durable gloves offer 

great cut, slash, and fl ame protection
•   7-gauge glove body made of knit Kevlar® for excellent cut and 

slash resistance, plus fl ame resistance
•  Leather palms wrap around sides of fi ngers, while thumb is all 

leather
• Durable leather offers greater protection, longer wear

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Construction, Fabrication, Forestry, 
Glass Handling, Metal Stamping, Sheet Metal Work

AC
TI

ON
™

A2
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

#SNW/CP | XS-XL
•  7-gauge blend of polyester, cotton and stainless-steel 

Wire-Core™

• Speckled blue color for longer wear, hides dirt and stains

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fabrication, Handling Sharp Objects, 
Metal Stamping

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

3
ABRASION
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#SSGL/C13D | 3XS-2XL
•  13-gauge made with HPPE, cotton/lycra inside surface
• PVC dotted palms for good grip

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Electronics

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A3
CUT 

#SNW/CP2D | XS-XL
• PVC-dotted on both sides for longer glove life
•  7-gauge blend of polyester, cotton and stainless-steel 

Wire-Core™

•  PVC dots are cured to the surface providing outstanding 
abrasion resistance and greatly increased grip on wet and dry 
surfaces

• Speckled blue color for longer wear, hides dirt and stains

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fabrication, Handling Sharp Objects, 
Metal Stamping

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#S10KLXFB | 7-10
•  These latex gloves feature cut, puncture and abrasion 

protection
• 10-gauge seamless string-knit Kevlar® shell
•  ¾" coated wrinkle-grip latex fi nish provides 

excellent dry grip
• Excellent fl exibility and a comfortable ergonomic shape

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Forestry, Glass Plants, Masonry Work

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A3
CUT 

5
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

#S13KBPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge nylon-steel composite string knit
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides 

great grip and excellent tactile feel
• Touchscreen compatible
• Extra long cuff 3 ¾" (9 cm)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Plants, HVAC, 
Light Metal Stamping, Sharp Steel Handling

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

2
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

A3 

superiorglove.com
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#S13TAFGPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge lint-free continuous fi lament yarn
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Food, Glass Plants, 
Handling Sharp Objects, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A3
CUT 

5
PUNCTURE 

#S13KFNT | 6-11
•  13-gauge knit, composite fi lament-fi ber wrapped 

with Kevlar® fi ber
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Plants, HVAC, 
Light Metal Stamping, Small Parts Handling

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®
A3
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

#S13KBFNT | 6-12
• 13-gauge, combination of nylon and fi ne-gauge steel
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Extra-long (3 ¾"/ 9 cm) knit cuffs protect wrists

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Plants, HVAC, 
Light Metal Stamping, Sharp Steel

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION 4331

#S13TAFNT | 5-12
• 13-gauge lint-free composite knit
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Fabrication, Glass Plants, 
Handling Sharp Objects, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A3
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

5
ABRASION
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#S18KGFN | 5-11
• These Kevlar® blended gloves are touchscreen compatible
• Ultrafi ne 18-gauge Kevlar® blended knit
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status
• Touchscreen compatible

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Electronics, Fabrication, Glass Plants, Oil & Gas, 
Oil Field Heavy Equipment Operators, Small Parts Handling

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A3
CUT 

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION 3421

#S18TGFN | 6-11
• 18-gauge lint-free continuous fi lament yarn
•  Foam nitrile palm coating acts like a sponge to absorb liquids 

providing excellent grip in wet or light oil applications
•  Made with THT® True Hand Technology® for a great fi t and 

reduced hand fatigue
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™
A3
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#S18KGDNE | 5-11
• 18-gauge Kevlar® composite fi lament-fi ber shell of protection
•  Dual cut protection: Glove body - ANSI Level A3; 

Cuff only - ANSI Level A6
• Arc fl ash tested for Level 3 with an ATPV of 25 cal/cm² 
• Flame-resistant neoprene palm coating provides excellent 
 wet and dry grip 
•  ESD (electrostatic dissipating) carbon fi lament to impart 

anti-static properties

Applications & Industries: 
Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Utilities

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A3
CUT 

3
 ARC FLASH 

RATING 3X21C 2132XXESD

#S13KBGLP | S-2XL
• 13-gauge nylon-steel composite string-knit
•  Abrasion-resistant goat-grain palms are highly dexterous and 

tear-resistant
• Extra protection in the thumb-crotch area
•  Palms attached using Kevlar® thread for greater seam integrity

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Glass Plants, HVAC, Light Metal Stamping, 
Metal Fabrication

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 4341

A3, A4 
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#SNWCPLP | S-XL
• 7-gauge Wire-Core™ knit provides comfort and cut protection
•  Abrasion-resistant goat-grain palms are highly dexterous and 

tear-resistant
•  Leather extends over the thumb and forefi nger to reduce wear 

in critical area

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Sheet Metal

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

#378GKTKL | XS-3XL
•  These goatskin leather gloves feature high puncture resistance 

for your protection
•   High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
• Cut-resistant thanks to full Kevlar® lining
• Keystone thumb for better durability and comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Appliance Manufacturing, Construction, Farm Equipment,  
Forklift Drivers, General Maintenance, Material Handling, Mining, 
Steel Plants, Truck Drivers

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

A3
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

#S13KF | 6-11
•  13-gauge blend of para-aramid wrapped around composite 

fi lament-fi ber provides stellar cut protection
•  Seamless knit provides a high degree of dexterity and 

fl exibility; ergonomically shaped to the natural curves of
the hand

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Handling, 
Light Metal Stamping, Sheet Metal Work, Small Parts Handling

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

3
ABRASION

A4
CUT 

#S18TAFG | 5-11
• 18-gauge lint-free, continuous fi lament yarn 
•  Fine-gauge ANSI Cut Level A4 protection, truly unparalleled 

cut resistance in a glove so dexterous and with such high 
tactile sensitivity

• Silicone-free

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A4
CUT 
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A4 

#SKWCP | XS-2XL
•  7-gauge Kevlar® stainless-steel composite yarn blended with 

polyester
• Fully launderable (avoid bleach)
• Touchscreen compatible

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Sheet Metal

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

3
ABRASION

A4
CUT 

#SPGC | XS-XL
•  7-gauge composite fi lament-fi ber wrapped in polyester and 

Cordura® nylon
• Excellent comfort, dexterity and fi t in a seamless string-knit
• Also available with both sides PVC dotted (#SPGC2D)

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, 
Sheet Metal Handling

CO
NT

EN
DE

R™
2

ABRASION

A4
CUT 

#SPGFK | XS-2XL
• 7-gauge Kevlar® composite fi lament-fi ber
•    Unique spinning process helps cut and abrasion resistance 

stay consistent over entire surface of the glove
• Latex-free

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Glass Handling, Glass Plants, 
Metal Fabrication, Sheet Metal Handling

CO
NT

EN
DE

R™

2
ABRASION

A4
CUT 

#SKFG2DFT | 6-11
•  13-gauge knit, composite fi lament-fi ber wrapped 

with Kevlar® fi ber
•  Palm area on both sides PVC-dotted, while fi ngertips 

are nitrile coated
• Offers high dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Handling Sharp Objects, 
Metal Fabrication, Sheet Metal Work, Small Parts Handling

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A4
CUT 
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#S13CXLX | 7-11
• These gloves offer high abrasion resistance along with great
 comfort and dexterity
•  Blend of Kevlar® and Wire-Core™ steel for good cut 

protection
•  Puncture-resistant latex palm-coating for superior wet or dry 

grip

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Glass Plants, HVAC, Masonry

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

4
ABRASION

4
PUNCTURE 2443D

A4
CUT 

#S13KFGPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge Kevlar® composite fi lament-fi ber 
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
• Gloves are dipped over an ergonomic hand form for a
 natural, comfortable fi t

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Handling, Light Metal Stamping, 
Sheet Metal Work, Small Parts Assembly

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®
4

ABRASION

2
PUNCTURE 3531

A4
CUT 

#S18CXPU | 5-12
• 18-gauge para-aramid/Wire-Core™ 
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Construction, Electronics, Fabrication, 
General Purpose

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

2
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#S18TAFGPU | 5-12
•  18-gauge high-dexterity TenActiv™ yarn is naturally cool, 

meaning you won’t overheat wearing these gloves
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Assembly, Automotive, Electronics, Metal Fabrication

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

3
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 
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A4 

#STAGBPU | 5-12
•  Lint-free, continuous fi lament-yarn that is stronger than steel 

on an equal-weight basis
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
• Black color hides dirt

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Assembly, Automotive, Construction, 
Heavy Equipment Operating, Masonry, Transportation

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

4
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

A4
CUT 

#S15KGV30N | 7-11
•  What makes these gloves unique is the red, PVC base-coating, 

which resists a wide variety of chemicals and solvents
• Fully aramid fi ber liner for 360° cut protection
•  Black nitrile coating with texturized surface provides excellent 

grip by displacing oil on slippery surfaces
• 12" length; 51 mil
•  Also available in an impact-resistant version (#S15KGVNVB) 

and an impact-resistant version for winter (#S15KGFNFVB)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fisheries, Food Handling, General Purpose, Oil & Gas

CH
EM

ST
OP

™
2

PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#S13KFGFNT | 5-12
•  13-gauge composite blend of Kevlar® wrapped around 

composite fi lament-fi ber
•   Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Fabrication, Glass Handling, Glass Plants, 
Light Metal Stamping, Oil & Gas, Small Parts Handling

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

4
ABRASION

3
PUNCTURE 4532

A4
CUT 

#S18TAFGFN | 5-12
• 18-gauge composite fi lament-fi ber knit glove
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Specifi cally designed for electrostatic dissipative (ESD)
 properties when working with micro-electronic work
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status
• Touchscreen compatible

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, 
Handling Sharp Objects, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

4
ABRASION

4
PUNCTURE 4542

A4
CUT ESD
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#S18WTFN | 8-12
• Featuring a Water-Tite membrane, these gloves seal water out
• 18-gauge blended HPPE
•  Foam nitrile palm coating acts like a sponge to absorb liquids 

providing excellent grip in wet or light oil applications

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Fisheries, General Purpose, 
Heavy Equipment Maintenance, Mining, Utilities

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A4
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#S18TAGGFN | 5-11
•  18-gauge composite fi lament-fi ber knit glove
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Hi-viz green shell for better worker visibility
• Touchscreen compatible
• Specifi cally designed for electrostatic dissipative (ESD)  
 properties when working with micro-electronic work

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, General Purpose, Metal Fabrication, 
Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™
4

ABRASION

4
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT ESD

#S18TAGOFN | 5-11
•  18-gauge composite fi lament-fi ber knit glove
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Hi-viz orange shell for better worker visibility
• Touchscreen compatible
• Specifi cally designed for electrostatic dissipative (ESD)  
 properties when working with micro-electronic work

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, General Purpose, Metal Fabrication, 
Metal Handling, Small Parts Handling

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

4
ABRASION

4
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT ESD

#SKFGFNLTC | 6-12
•  13-gauge composite blend of Kevlar® wrapped around 

composite fi lament-fi ber
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Thumb crotch area is reinforced with leather

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Handling, 
Glass Plants, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

4
ABRASION

3
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 
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A4 

#STAGFNFC | 7-10
•  The unique feature of these gloves lies in their fi nger caps, 

which prevent fi ngers from being crushed
•  Seamless knit TenActiv™ shell for improved breathability and 

dexterity
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Reinforced thumb crotch to reduce wear in critical places

Applications & Industries: 
Brick Laying, Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas, Site Cleanup

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

3
ABRASION

A4
CUT CRUSH

#STAFGFNT | 5-12
• 13-gauge knit offers great balance between high dexterity
 and high abrasion resistance
• TenActiv™ yarn is comfortable, breathable and will not
 absorb sweat/moisture
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Also available: ¾   foam nitrile coating (#STAFGFNFB)

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, 
Handling Sharp Objects, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™
4

ABRASION

3
PUNCTURE 4X44D

A4
CUT 

#S13KGPN | 5-12
• 13-gauge Kevlar®/composite fi lament-fi ber
•  Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils and liquids so 

hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and
 oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, General Maintenance, Handling Sharp Objects,
Metal Stamping, Oily Metal Parts, Small Parts Assembly

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

3
ABRASION

2
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#STAGPN | 5-12
• TenActiv™ composite fi lament-fi ber knit
•  Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils and liquids so 

hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and
 oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Construction, Metal Fabrication

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

4
ABRASION

5
PUNCTURE 4X43C

A4
CUT 
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#S13FRNE | 5-11
•  13-gauge knit shell increases dexterity and hand movement
•  Flame-resistant neoprene palm coating provides excellent wet and 

dry grip
•  Arc fl ash testing placed these gloves at Level 2, with an Arc 

Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 9.2 cal/cm²
• ESD (electrostatic dissipating) carbon fi lament to impart anti-static
 properties
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status

Applications & Industries: 
Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Utilities

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

3
ABRASION

3
PUNCTURE 

2
 ARC FLASH 

RATING

A4
CUT ESD

#S18TAFGNT | 5-11
•  The ZedCoat™ palm coating on these gloves provide 

excellent protection against abrasion hazards and offers 
amazing dry-tacky grip

•  18-gauge lint-free composite fi lament-fi ber
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status
• Silicone-free

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, 
Handling Sharp Objects, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™
4

ABRASION

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#SKWFP2 | XS-2XL
•  7-gauge blend of Kevlar®, stainless-steel Wire-Core™ and 

polyester
• Grade-A split palms for the ultimate abrasion resistance

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Sheet Metal

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#365DLX2KG | S-XL
•  Heavyweight 3½ oz. cowgrain leather with Kevlar®/composite 

fi lament-fi ber lining
• Excellent water, oil and stain-repellent properties
• 2" cuffs feature a 3M™ retrorefl ective silver strip
•  Also available: Thinsulate™-lined winter version 

(#365DLX2TKG)

Applications & Industries: 
Utilities

EN
DU
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®

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 
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A4, A5 

#365DLX6KG | S-XL
•  Heavyweight 3½ oz. cowgrain leather lineman gloves with 

Kevlar®/composite lining
• 6" cuffs feature 3M™ retrorefl ective silver strips
• Excellent water, oil and stain-repellent properties
• Gauntlet cuff makes for easy on and off donning

Applications & Industries: 
Municipal Workers, Utilities

EN
DU

RA
®

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#378GKGE | S-3XL
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
• Blended Kevlar®/composite fi lament-fi ber lining
•  Arc fl ash testing placed these gloves at Level 3, with an Arc 

Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 36 cal/cm²

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Fabrication, General Purpose, 
Glass Handling, Lumber

EN
DU

RA
®

3
PUNCTURE 

3
 ARC FLASH 

RATING

A4
CUT 

#378GKTFG | XS-3XL
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion
 resistance
•  Blended Kevlar®/composite fi lament-fi ber lining
•  Arc fl ash testing placed these gloves at Level 3, with an 

Arc Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 36 cal/cm²

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Appliance Manufacturing, Construction, 
Heavy Equipment Usage, Manufacturing, Mining, Steel Plants, 
Truck Driving

EN
DU

RA
®

3
PUNCTURE 

3
 ARC FLASH 

RATING

A4
CUT 2423

#378GOBKL | S-3XL
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion
 resistance
•  Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water resistance
• Cut-resistant Kevlar® lining
•  Arc fl ash testing placed these gloves at Level 4, with an 

Arc Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 41 cal/cm²

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Automotive, Construction, Heavy Equipment Usage, 
Material Handling, Metal Stamping, Oil & Gas, Utilities

EN
DU

RA
®

4
PUNCTURE 

4
 ARC FLASH 

RATING

A4
CUT 2X22D 4131XX
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#S13GDSTL | 2XS-2XL
• 13-gauge blend of Dyneema® and stainless-steel   
• Treated with AlphaSan®, a silver-based antimicrobial agent  
 that prevents and impedes bacteria growth
•  Touchscreen compatible 
      

Applications & Industries: 
Food & Beverage, Handling Sharp Objects, Meat Processing, 
Renewable Energy, Solar Panel Manufacturing

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

3
ABRASION

A5
CUT 

#SBKG | XS-2XL
• 7-gauge heavyweight Kevlar® knit 
• Passed a 10-second fl ame test, meaning it is suitable 
 for job applications with heat and sparks 

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Glass Handling, Medium Heat Applications, 
Metal Fabrication, Parts Handling, Sheet Metal Handling

CO
NT

EN
DE

R™

4
HEAT 

3
ABRASION

A5
CUT 

#399GKGL5 | S-3XL
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion
 resistance
•  Blended Kevlar®/composite fi lament-fi ber lining
• Arc fl ash testing placed this glove at Level 4 with an
 ATPV = 41 cal/cm²
• Heat protection of up to 284°F (140°C)
• Extended gauntlet cuff

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, Steel Plants, 
TIG & MIG Welding

EN
DU

RA
®

4
PUNCTURE 

2
HEAT 

4
 ARC FLASH 

RATING

A4
CUT 

#399OBGKG5 | XS-2XL
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for unbeatable oil and water resistance
• Blended Kevlar® liner for excellent cut protection
• Extended gauntlet cuff for extra protection

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Lumber, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, 
Steel Plants, Utilities

EN
DU

RA
®

A4
CUT 
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#SCX5 | XS-2XL
• 7-gauge blend of Kevlar®, Wire-Core® nylon, stainless-steel  
 and composite fi lament-fi ber
• Thumb/index fi nger reinforcement for extended wear
• Reversible and fully launderable

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication,
Sheet Metal Work

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
™

3
ABRASION

A5
CUT 

#STA5 | XS-XL
• Available in four colors; can be used to prevent cross- 
 contamination through color coding
• 13-gauge seamless knit construction provides comfort, 
 fi t and dexterity
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9%
  antimicrobial status
• Available colors: pink (#STA5PK), orange (#STA5O), 
 yellow (#STA5HV), blue (#STA5BU)

Applications & Industries: 
Food Prep, Food Processing

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™
A5
CUT 

#TRFGK | S-XL
• Terry knit contains composite fi lament-fi ber
• Snug, longer knit cuffs for stay-in-place comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Material Handling, Metal Stamping, Parts Assembly

CO
NT

EN
DE

R™

A5
CUT 

2
ABRASION

5
HEAT 

#S13GDSTD | 2XS-2XL
• Gloves stay fresh and odor-free; anti-microbial agent does 
 not impart any taste to food being handled
• 13-gauge composite knit and Dyneema®

• PVC dotted palms for better grip
• Treated with AlphaSan®, a silver-based antimicrobial agent  
 that prevents and impedes bacterial growth

Applications & Industries: 
Food & Beverage, Handling Sharp Materials, Meat Processing, 
Solar Panel Manufacturing

SU
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A5
CUT 

3
ABRASION

A5 
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#SCXLX | S-XL
• Blend of Kevlar®, Wire-Core™ steel and polyester
• Latex coating provides excellent dry grip
• Over a quarter mile of steel in each glove

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, Sheet Metal Work

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
™

A5
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

#S13CXPU | 6-12
• 13-gauge blend of Kevlar® and Wire-Core™
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great 
 grip and excellent tactile feel
 

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Circuit Boards, Glass Handling, HVAC,
Metal Fabrication, Sheet Metal Work

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
™

A5
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

#S13FGPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge blend of composite fi lament-fi ber, Dyneema® 
 and nylon
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip  
 and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Circuit Boards, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, 
Sharp Steel, Sheet Metal Handling

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU
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™

A5
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

#STAFGPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge string-knit glove made with composite 
 fi lament-fi ber
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great 
 grip and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Sharp Object Handling

TE
NA
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IV

™

A5
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 4542
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#STAGHVPU | 6-12
• 13-gauge hi-viz performance fi lament string-knit
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great 
 grip and excellent tactile feel
• Lint-free

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, Metal Fabrication, 
Metal Stamping, Sharp Object Handling

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A5
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

#STAGXPU | 5-12
• 13-gauge blend of steel, HPPE, composite fi lament-fi ber
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great 
 grip and excellent tactile feel

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Glass Handling, Iron Work, Metal Fabrication

TE
NA
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™
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CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

#S13FGFNT | 5-12
• 13-gauge blend of nylon, composite fi lament-fi ber 
 and Dyneema®

• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Circuit Boards, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, 
Metal Stamping, Sharp Steel, Sheet Metal Handling
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OR
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OU
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™

A5
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

#S13TAXFN | 2XS-2XL
• 13-gauge TenActiv™ construction for comfort and dexterity
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, General Labor, Metal Fabrication

TE
NA
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™

A5
CUT 

4
ABRASION

A5 
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#STAGHVPN | 5-12
• 13-gauge hi-viz TenActiv™ string-knit
• Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils and liquids
 so hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet
 and oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Glass Plants, Handling Sharp Objects, 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A5
CUT 

5
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

#SCXPNTFC | 6-11
• 13-gauge blend of Kevlar® and stainless-steel Wire-Core™
• Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils and liquids
 so hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet
 and oily conditions
• High abrasion resistance along with great comfort and  
 dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication,
Sheet Metal Work

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
™

A5
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

3
HEAT 4542

#SKWCPLP | XS-2XL
• 7-gauge Kevlar® stainless-steel composite yarn blended 
 with polyester
• Grade-A split-leather palm

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Plants, Metal Fabrication, Sheet Metal

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
™

A5
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

3
HEAT 

#69BSKFFL | S-3XL
• Heavy-duty premium split-leather
• Full Kevlar®/composite fi lament-fi ber lining
• Leather knuckle straps and elasticized wrists

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Glass Handling, Lumber Mills, 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Steel Foundries

EN
DU

RA
®

A5
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

A5, A6 
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#SWTACSL | XS-2XL
•  Blend of TenActiv™, steel and composite fi lament-fi ber for 

optimal cut protection
•  Inner cotton liner reduces heat transfer, keeping hands dry 

and comfortable
•  Treated with Size-Lock™ to eliminate shrinkage during 

washing

Applications & Industries: 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Steel Metal Work

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

3
ABRASION

A6
CUT 

#SDYF2D | 6-10
• Double-sided PVC dots for a longer glove life 
• 7-gauge composite-blended yarn for high cut protection
•  PVC dots provide outstanding abrasion resistance and 

greatly increased grip on wet and dry surfaces

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Glass Handling, Light Metal Stamping, Sharp Steel

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

2
ABRASION

A6
CUT 

#STACXPURT | 5-12
• TenActiv™/ HPPE/steel/composite fi lament-fi ber blend
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
• Reinforced nitrile coating thumb crotch

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Construction, Electronics, 
Metal Fabrication

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

4
PUNCTURE 4X43E

A6
CUT 

#SPGRK | XS-XL
• 7-gauge composite fi lament-fi ber wrapped in aramid 
•  Unique spinning process helps cut and abrasion resistance 

stay consistent over entire surface for the lifespan of the glove
•  Also available with 4" cuffs (#SPGRK4) and PVC dotted both 

sides (#SPGRK2D)

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, 
Sheet Metal Work

CO
NT

EN
DE

R™

2
ABRASION

A6
CUT 
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#SCXNT | S-XL
• Blend of Kevlar®, Wire-Core™ and polyester
• High abrasion resistance with great comfort and dexterity 
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Glass Handling, Glass Plants, Metal Fabrication, 
Steel Metal Work

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

4
ABRASION

4
PUNCTURE 

A6
CUT 

#S10NXFN | 5-12
•  These nitrile foam-coated gloves have cut, puncture and 

abrasion protection in addition to being touchscreen 
compatible

• 10-gauge blend of stainless-steel/composite fi lament core
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Glass Plants, Metal Fabrication, 
Metal Stamping, Recycling Plants, Sheet Metal Work, 
Window Manufacturing

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

5
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 4X43E

A6
CUT 

#S13CXPNT | 6-11
• 13-gauge blend of Kevlar® and stainless-steel Wire-Core™ 
•  Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils and liquids so 

hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet
 and oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Automotive, Electronics, Glass Plants, Metal 
Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Small Parts Handling, 
Working with Oily Metal Parts

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

A6
CUT 

#SBTAKLP | S-2XL
•  10-gauge TenActiv™ yarn is reinforced with steel for impressive 

cut resistance
• Premium side-split leather palm enhances abrasion resistance
•  Reinforced leather thumb crotch extends life of glove by 

eliminating traditional wear area

Applications & Industries: 
Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, Sheet Metal Work

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

4
PUNCTURE 

A6
CUT 

A6, A7 
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#SKGCXPS | XS-2XL
• These gloves feature Kevlar® for great cut resistance
• 7-gauge composite blend of fi ve yarns, including Kevlar®

• Reinforced thumb crotch reduces wear in critical area
• Preshrunk and treated with Size-Lock™ to prevent shrinkage

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping

CO
NT

EN
DE

R™
A7
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#SPWWH | XS-XL
•  Made with food handling in mind, these CFIA-approved 

gloves can also withstand sharp materials
•  7-gauge knit from a high tech yarn is a combination of a 

stainless steel core wrapped with HPPE for exceptional cut 
resistance

• Machine washable

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Sharp Materials

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

A7
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#S13SXB | XS-2XL
•  These CFIA/FDA-approved gloves are made in Canada and 

perfect for food processing
• 13-gauge composite yarn 
• Treated with Size-Lock™ to prevent shrinkage 
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status

Applications & Industries: 
Beef / Pork / Poultry / Fish Processing, 
Canning and Food Processing

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

A7
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#69SBSKFFG | S-2XL
• Heavy-duty premium split-leather is ideal for the toughest jobs 
•  Full lining of cut-resistant Kevlar®/composite fi lament-fi ber 

blend for high cut protection
• Sewn with DuPont™ Kevlar® thread for seam integrity

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Forestry / Lumber Mills, Mining, Steel Foundries

EN
DU

RA
®

5
PUNCTURE 

A6
CUT 
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#STACXPNRT | 5-12
•  Offering excellent cut resistance paired with puncture and 

abrasion protection, these gloves provide protection from 
multiple angles

• TenActiv™/ HPPE / steel / composite fi lament-fi ber blend
•  Micropore nitrile coating provides excellent grip by displacing 

oil on slippery surfaces
• Nitrile thumb crotch reinforcement

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Assembly, Construction, Electronics, 
General Purpose, Metal Fabrication

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

A7
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 4X43F

#378GOBCX | S-3XL
•  These goatskin gloves are treated with Oilbloc™ for unbeatable 

oil and water resistance
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
•  Stellar A7 cut resistance thanks to liner made with a blend of 

para-aramid and steel

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas, Pipe Fitting, 
Sheet Metal Handling 
 

EN
DU

RA
®

A7
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

#S10SXB | XS-2XL
•  Featuring an excellent cut resistance rating, these gloves also 

provide great abrasion resistance for your protection
• 10-gauge composite yarn
• Treated with Size-Lock™ to prevent shrinkage
• Treated with Ultra-Fresh to achieve 99.9% antimicrobial status

Applications & Industries: 
Beef / Pork / Poultry / Fish Processing, 
Canning and Food Processing, Cleaning and Maintaining Blades

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

A8
CUT 

3
ABRASION

#STAGCXPU | 5-12
•  These top-level cut-resistant string-knit gloves also feature 

puncture protection, great for applications like automotive
•  High performance fi bers including aramid, steel, composite 

fi lament fi ber and TenActiv™ yarn for extreme cut resistance
•  Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip 

and excellent tactile feel
• Impressive dexterity for such a high cut resistance glove

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Metal Stamping, 
Recycling Plants 

TE
NA
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™

A9
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4
PUNCTURE 

A7, A8, A9 
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#378CXGOB | S-3XL
•  Offering top level cut resistance with the added bonus of high 

puncture protection, these gloves have you well covered
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
•  Top level A9 cut protection thanks to a Wire-Core™ and 

para-aramid liner
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for unbeatable oil and water resistance

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Manufacturing, Metal Fabrication, Metal Stamping, 
Pulp & Paper, Recycling 

EN
DU

RA
®

A9
CUT 

5
PUNCTURE 

#MMG | 2XS-XL
•  The chainmail material of this glove is what makes it unique, 

offering outstanding cut protection for the food processing 
industry

•  Corrosion-resistant, stainless-steel rings provide maximum 
strength, fl exibility and durability

• Bacteria-resistant wristband reduces the risk of contamination 
•  Rings resist fats and oils and clean easily using the three sink 

method: wash, rinse, sanitize

Applications & Industries: 
Beef / Pork / Poultry / Fish Processing, 
Cleaning and Maintaining Blades, Oyster and Clam Shucking 

SU
PE

RI
OR

®

A9
CUT 

#S13TAWFN | 7-11
•  Featuring outstanding cut resistance at the top level, these 

foam nitrile gloves are still able to offer notable dexterity
•  High performance fi bers including aramid, steel, composite 

fi lament-fi ber and TenActiv™ yarn for extreme cut resistance
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Glass Manufacturing, Material Handling, Metal Fabrication, 
Metal Stamping, Pulp & Paper, Recycling 
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In February 2019, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) released the first ever impact 
standard for North America, the ANSI/ISEA 138. Welcomed by purchasers and manufacturers alike, 
this new standard will help to homogenize testing and allow purchasers to accurately differentiate 
between different levels of impact protection.  

ANSI/ISEA 138 THE NEW IMPACT STANDARD

IMPACT RESISTANCE 101:

M E A N  ( k N )
≤ 9

A L L  I M P A C T  ( k N )
≤ 11.3

M E A N  ( k N )
≤ 6.5

A L L  I M P A C T  ( k N )
≤ 8.1

M E A N  ( k N )
≤ 4

A L L  I M P A C T  ( k N )
≤ 5

This is the first standard introduced in the North American market to cover back-of-hand impact protection. Impact 
protection is indicated through three levels with the first level (ANSI 1) offering the lowest impact protection and the 
third level (ANSI 3) offering the most.

If your favorite isn’t rated yet, stay tuned – testing is an ongoing process and we’re working hard to ensure all our impact 
gloves are tested as quickly as possible. For more information, please visit superiorglove.com/impact or email one of our 
friendly Business Development Associates at business.development@superiorglove.com.

Impact protection for both the knuckles and fingers is 
tested and the lowest of those two test scores becomes 
the impact protection rating for the entire glove 

Impact protection tests must be conducted by a third 
party, not the manufacturer, in a lab that meets ISO/
IEC 17025:2017 standards 
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#S230TAXVB | M-2XL
•  This glove’s unique feature lies in its impact-resistant padding, 

which is sewn on the inside of the glove to eliminate snags
•  Blend of TenActiv™ and steel provides incredible cut protection
• PVC shell protects from a variety of chemicals
•  Texturized palm and fi ngers improves grip in wet and oily 

conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Mining, Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Sheet Metal

CH
EM

ST
OP

™

A8
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

Stop if this sounds familiar – you reach into a 

tank  and when you go to pull your hand out, 

something gets left behind: your back-of-

hand protection.  Snag hazards not only slow 

you down, but also can be very dangerous 

and  leave you vulnerable to impact  hazards.  The 

revolutionary design of the S230TAXVB eliminates 

snag hazards by building back-of-hand protection 

seamlessly into the  glove.  You won’t see it, you 

won’t feel it, but when you need it, back-of-hand 

protection is there. Better protection, better comfort, 

and no snags  – this impact glove can’t be beat.   

12-INCH CUT-RESISTANT, 
 IMPACT-RESISTANT  
PVC-COATED GLOVE



#MXVSB | S-3XL
•  PVC Sure Grip® palm patches provide excellent grip with 

improved fi ngertip protection
•  Kevlar® thumb patch prevents wear-through in high-stress 

area
• Adjustable Velcro cuffs for added protection and comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Construction, Material Handling, Mechanics, Mining, 
Oil & Gas, Petrochemical

CL
UT

CH
 G

EA
R®

3
PUNCTURE 

1
2121

#S13BFNVB | S-2XL
•  At a high abrasion level rating of ANSI 4, this glove has you 

covered
•  13-gauge 100% nylon seamless-knit shell is fast-drying and 

moisture-wicking
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Construction, Material Handling, Mechanics, Mining, 
Oil & Gas, Petrochemical

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®
2

PUNCTURE 
14

ABRASION

#SHVPNTVB | S-2XL
• This glove provides hi-viz in addition to its many features
•  Comfortable 13-gauge seamless-knit shell is ergonomically 

designed
•  Micropore nitrile palm coating does not absorb oils and liquids 

so hands stay dry
•  Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and 

oily conditions
• Reinforced PVC patch in thumb crotch and index fi nger area

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Industrial, Mining, Oil & Gas, Railroads

CL
UT

CH
 G
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R®

A4
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

1

#SKFGFNVB | S-3XL
•  This glove offers up great cut protection without the added 

bulk
• 13-gauge engineered Kevlar™ blended fi ber
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Industrial Fabrication, Mining, Oil & Gas, Railroads

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A4
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

1
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#SKGPNVB | XS-2XL
•  13-gauge engineered fi lament-fi ber wrapped with Kevlar® fi ber 

provides great cut protection
•  Micropore nitrile palm coating does not absorb oils and liquids 

so hands stay dry
•  Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and 

oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Industrial, Mining, Oil & Gas, Railroads

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

A4
CUT 

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

1

#STAFGFNVB | 6-12
•  13-gauge TenActiv™ yarn provides excellent cut protection 

while feeling cool and comfortable against your skin
•  Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Industrial Fabrication, Manufacturing, Mining, 
Oil & Gas, Railroads

TE
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3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

1
4544

#STAGYPNVB | 5-12
•  This glove features hi-viz as well as excellent puncture 

resistance, rated at ANSI Level 5
• 13-gauge TenActiv™ for excellent cut protection
•  Micropore nitrile palm coating does not absorb oils and liquids 

so hands stay dry
•  Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and 

oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Construction, Oil & Gas

TE
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™
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CUT 

5
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

1
4543

#375GKGVB | S-2XL
•  Featuring impact, cut and puncture protection with an 

extended gauntlet cuff, you’re well protected
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

EN
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RA
®

A5
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

2
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#375KGVB | S-2XL
•  Featuring Kevlar® and composite fi lament-fi ber lining, this 

glove is sure to please
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
•  Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
• Also available in a winter version (#375KGTVB)

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

EN
DU

RA
®

A4
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

2

#378GKGD3O | S-3XL
•  D3O® elastomer back-of-hand protection extending to the 

fi ngertips makes for excellent impact protection; D3O® is 
known for its unparalleled level of protection against severe 
impact hazards

•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 
resistance

• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency 
• Gel-padded palms for vibration dampening

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Demolition, Fabrication, Heavy Mechanical, 
Lumber, Mining, Oil & Gas, Utilities

EN
DU
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®
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CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

2
2X22DP

#378GKGVB | XS-3XL
•  This glove provides Level 3 arc fl ash protection, with an 

Arc Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 33 cal/cm2

•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 
resistance

•  Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
• Gel-padded palms for vibration dampening

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

EN
DU

RA
®

A5
CUT 

5
PUNCTURE 

2
3

 ARC FLASH 
RATING 4443

#378GKGVBE | XS-3XL
•  Similar style to the 378GKGVB, without an arc fl ash rating, 

while maintaining the same impact protection level
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
•  Excellent cut resistance thanks to blended Kevlar®/composite 

fi lament-fi ber lining
•  Gel-padded palms for vibration dampening

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Construction, Fabrication, Lumber, Mining, Oil & Gas

EN
DU

RA
®

A4
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

2
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#378GKVSB | S-2XL
•  Perfect impact glove for applications that don’t have cut 

hazards
•  High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding abrasion 

resistance
•  Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
• Gel-padded palms for vibration dampening

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, Steel Plants

EN
DU

RA
®

24
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

#378GOBBFC | 7-11
• Crush-resistant fi nger-caps make this glove very unique
• Goatskin palms for amazing abrasion resistance
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
• Padded palms for vibration dampening

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

EN
DU

RA
®

A4
CUT 

3
PUNCTURE 

2
CRUSH

#MXGKGHVB | S-3XL
•  Impact protection with the added bonus of hi-viz, as well as 

excellent cut protection at ANSI Level 5
• Goatskin palms for amazing abrasion resistance
•  Hi-viz foam-laminated spandex backing stretches for 

improved fl exibility
• Leather wraps around the fi ngertips for increased lifespan

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Material Handling, Mining, Oil & Gas

CL
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4
PUNCTURE 

2

#S15KGVNVB | 7-11
•  This glove features PVC, which resists a wide variety of 

chemicals and solvents
• Full aramid fi ber liner for 360° ANSI cut-level A4 protection
•  Full nitrile coating with texturized surface provides excellent 

grip by displacing oil on slippery surfaces
• Gauntlet cuffs provide added coverage
•  Also available in a winter version (#S15KGVNFVB) and a 

version without back-of-hand (#S15KGV30N)

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas
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#SHVPNFBVB | 7-11
•  This hi-viz glove offers an extended ¾   back of hand micropore 

nitrile coating
•  Micropore nitrile palm coating does not absorb oils and liquids 

so hands stay dry
•  Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and 

oily conditions
• Reinforced PVC patch in thumb crotch and index fi nger area
• Padded palms for vibration dampening

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Industrial, Oil & Gas, Railroads
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3
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3
ABRASION

2

#STACXPNRVB | 5-11
•  This hi-viz glove offers a very high level of cut protection, rated at 

ANSI Level A7, coupled with excellent impact protection
•  TenActiv™ blended yarn provides high level of 360° cut protection
•  Micropore nitrile palm coating does not absorb oils and liquids so 

hands stay dry
•  Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and oily 

conditions
•  Nitrile thumb crotch reinforcement to reduce wear in critical area

Applications & Industries: 
Drill Operation, Equipment Maintenance & Assembly, 
Pipeline Construction

TE
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™
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4
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

2

#378KMT4P | XS-3XL
•  Waterproof breathable membrane keeps water out while still 

allowing your hands to breathe comfortably
• Goatskin palms for amazing abrasion resistance
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
•  These gloves have dual temperature protection with a general 

rating of -25°C (-15°F) for the entire glove and -30°C (-20°F) 
for the fi ngertips alone

• Kevlar® and Thinsulate™ lined

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

EN
DU

RA
®

A6
CUT 

4
PUNCTURE 

3-30°C
(20°F)

FINGER TIPS

-25°C
(15°F)

REGULAR

A proprietary impact-resistant material 
among the industry’s first to achieve

ANSI Impact Level 3

superiorglove.com
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Built specifically as a barrier to mitigate the damage 

done to hands due to human or mechanical malfunction 

of nail guns, The Shield is the industry’s first hand 

protection offering for nail gun operators. The ballistic 

armor plating on The Shield has been strategically 

placed in a geometric sequence designed to protect 

the areas most vulnerable to nail gun injuries.

superiorglove.com/TheShield

FIND #HPNG ON

PAGE 75
TH

E 
SH

IE
LD

#HPNG | M-L
• A nail gun hand pad with plating made with para-aramid  
 that’s strategically placed to protect the areas of the hand  
 most susceptible to potential nail gun injuries. 
• Durable split-leather with reinforced thumb crotch for added  
 strength 
• Features adjustable Velcro® brand fasteners that ensure a  
 snug and comfortable fit over existing safety glove 
• To be used as a complement to an existing, task-appropriate  
 glove, not as a stand-alone solution

Applications: 
Assembly, Construction, Fabrication, Framing

http://superiorglove.com/TheShield
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Pick the coating best suited to your application:

GLOVE PALM COATINGS:

P O LY U R E T H A N E  ( P U )
Typical Industries:
 Aerospace
 Appliance Manufacturing 

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Excellent Moderate Poor Moderate Excellent

N E O P R E N E
Typical Industries:
 Electrical/Gas Utilities
 Chemical

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Good Moderate Poor Moderate Good

N I T R I L E
Typical Industries:
 General Industry
 Carpentry 

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Good Poor Poor Excellent Moderate

F O A M  N I T R I L E
Typical Industries:
 General Industry
 Carpentry 

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Good Good Poor Good Good

M I C R O P O R E  N I T R I L E
Typical Industries:
 Metal Fabrication
 Automotive Assembly

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Good Good Poor Excellent Moderate

P V C
Typical Industries:
 Furniture Manufacturing

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Good Moderate Excellent Moderate Moderate

L A T E X
Typical Industries:
 Glass Manufacturing
 Construction

DRY GRIP WET GRIP
SUITABILITY

 FOR USE WITH 
ADHESIVES

DURABILITY COMFORT

Excellent Poor Poor Good Good

superiorglove.com
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#S10LXQ | 7-11
• These are great general purpose work gloves
• 10-gauge cotton/poly knit
• Puncture-resistant, dependable grip, latex palm coating
• Excellent fl exibility and a comfortable ergonomic shape

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Forestry, Maintenance, Masonry Work,
Material Handling, Metal Stamping

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

#TKYLX | M-XL
• These gloves are dipped over an ergonomic hand form,
 making for greater comfort and less hand fatigue
• Looped-pile terry with fl eece lining
• Thick latex crinkle-fi nish provides excellent dry grip

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Forestry, Masonry Work, 
Material Handling

3
PUNCTURE 

2
ABRASION 2241 X20

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

#S13HVLX | 6-11
• Featuring a high-viz lime green color, these gloves ensure
 you’re seen and you’re safe
• Polyester knit is lightweight and breathable, wicking moisture
 away from hands
• Double-layer microfi nish-grip foam latex palms for excellent
 dry grip
• Excellent fl exibility and a comfortable ergonomic shape

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Automotive, Construction, Landscaping,
Maintenance, Masonry Work, Material Handling,
Small Parts Handling

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

#S13BFNT | 5-11
• An uncoated back makes for cool comfort and fl exibility,
 all while offering great dexterity
• 13-gauge 100% nylon seamless-knit shell is fast-drying
 and moisture-wicking
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Furniture Manufacturing,
General Industry, Maintenance, Small Parts Handling

3
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 3121
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#S13FNT | 5-11
• These gloves feature a foam nitrile palm coating and are CFIA
 approved, making them safe for food handling
• 13-gauge 100% nylon seamless-knit shell is fast-drying
 and moisture-wicking
• Foam nitrile coating provides good grip for lightly oiled parts

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Furniture Manufacturing,
General Industry, Maintenance, Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

#S13PNT | 6-11
• These gloves offer a nitrile coating and are fully launderable
• 13-gauge nylon
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, General Maintenance, Metal Stamping,
Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

2
ABRASION 4121

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

#S15NT | 5-11
• Thanks to an additive in the nitrile coating, these CFIA
 approved gloves are 100% biodegradable
• 100% cotton seamless-knit shell
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Maintenance, Metal Stamping, Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

4
ABRASION 3121

DE
XT

ER
IT

Y®

#SN15NT | 6-10
• Great general purpose, nitrile coated gloves, useful for
 many applications, such as construction and automotive
• 15-gauge lint-free nylon knit is soft, fl exible and durable
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Maintenance, Metal Stamping,
Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

NITRILE

superiorglove.com
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#SN15NTFB | 6-12
• These gloves offer up a full back and palm nitrile coating
 for all-over protection
• 15-gauge lint-free nylon knit is soft, fl exible and durable
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Maintenance, Metal Stamping,
Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

CH
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#GNTFC | 7-10
• Oil and grease resistance make up just a few of these gloves’
 great qualities
• Fully nitrile-coated cotton glove
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability
• Good punture and abrasion resistance
• Also available in ¾   nitrile coating (#GNT)

Applications & Industries: 
Brick and Plywood, Castings, Metal Stampings, Sheet Metal

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

CH
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#N93/4B | 8, 10
• With a fully coated front-of-hand nitrile dip and ¾   coated
 back-of-hand nitrile dip, this glove performs excellently in oil
 and grease applications
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability
• Cotton jersey support is comfortable and absorbs sweat

Applications & Industries: 
Brick and Plywood, Castings, Metal Stampings, Sheet Metal

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

CH
EM
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™

#N9B | 10-11
• Full nitrile coating on both the front and back of these gloves
 provides all-over protection
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability
• Cotton jersey support is comfortable and absorbs sweat

Applications & Industries: 
Brick and Plywood, Castings, Metal Stampings, Sheet Metal

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION
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#S13BKPUQ | 5-11
• High touch sensitivity paired with puncture and abrasion
 protection makes these gloves a great option
• 13-gauge nylon is highly touch-sensitive and non-linting
• Polyurethane coating provides great grip, also low-particulate
 shedding
• Snug-fi tting for all-day comfort and dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Cleanroom Assembly, Electronics,
General Industry, Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION
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®

#S13GPU | 6-10
• These gloves feature a polyurethane coating and are CFIA
 approved, making them safe for food handling
• 13-gauge fi ne-gauge nylon is highly touch-sensitive and
 non-linting
• Polyurethane coating provides great grip, also low-particulate
 shedding

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Cleanroom Assembly, Electronics, Food Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION
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#S13GPPU | 6-11
• These gloves feature a polyurethane coating and also come
 in white
• 13-gauge fi ne-gauge polyester is highly touch-sensitive and
 non-linting
• Polyurethane coating provides great grip, also low-particulate
 shedding
• Great for fi ne assembly and anywhere contamination is a
 concern
• Also available in white (#S13WPPU)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Cleanroom Assembly, Electronics,
Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION 3131

DE
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Y®

#S13BPVC | 6-11
• Dexterity is no problem with these gloves, and neither are glue
 or adhesives, which will not adhere to the PVC coating
• 13-gauge nylon provides touch sensitivity
• PVC palm coating is foamed for increased grip in wet or
 oily environments

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Furniture Manufacturing, Maintenance,
Small Parts Handling, Window Applications Involving Adhesives,
Woodworking

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

POLYURETHANE, PVC
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Is the heat dry or moist? 
String-knits protect best 
against dry heat while 

neoprene-dipped gloves 
protect best against 

moist heat, e.g. steam, 
hot water. 

Is there an open flame 
or spark? Not all heat-

resistant gloves are 
flame-resistant, so if 

open flame or spark is a 
threat you’re exposed to, 
make sure you choose a 
heat-resistant glove that 
has been treated with a 
fire-retardant chemical.

Is the heat hazard 
thermal or ambient? 

Whether the heat hazard 
comes from the room 

temperature, e.g. a hot 
oven, or from direct 

contact with the heat 
source, e.g. picking up 
hot metal, you will want 
to adjust your protective 

gloves accordingly. 

HEAT RESISTANCE 101:
Did you know there are five different heat-resistant classifications in the standard published by the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)? Five different levels providing heat protection from 
176°F (80°C) all the way up to 608°F (320°C).

WHAT LEVEL IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
If you’re tempted to choose the highest rated gloves to ensure you have enough heat protection, think again – 
you may be putting yourself and your employees at risk.

176°F
80°C

284°F
140°C

392°F
200°C

500°F
260°C

608°F
320°C

ANSI HEAT LEVEL 1

ANSI HEAT LEVEL 2

ANSI HEAT LEVEL 3

ANSI HEAT LEVEL 4

ANSI HEAT LEVEL 5

T E M P E R A T U R E S  I N  D E G R E E S 
F A H R E N H E I T  ( ° F )  A N D  C E L S I U S  ( ° C )
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IDENTIFY YOUR HEAT HAZARD(S)
To choose the right glove, you’ll need to evaluate the type of heat hazard you’re protecting against.  

D R Y  V S  M O I S T T H E R M A L  V S  A M B I E N TO P E N  F L A M E / S P A R K

To choose the heat-
resistant glove that will 
best suit your needs, 
consider the following: 

1. Identify your heat 
hazard(s) 

2. Measure your heat 
threat 

3. Consider ancillary 
hazards and needs

superiorglove.com
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MEASURE YOUR HEAT THREAT
Simply guessing at how much heat protection you’ll need is not enough – we recommend using an infrared thermometer 
to determine the exact temperature of the heat hazard you’re facing. Without knowing the exact temperature, you could 
choose gloves that don’t provide enough protection and expose yourself to burns or choose gloves with too much 
protection and lose out on comfort, dexterity, and probably end up paying more for protection you don’t need.

CONSIDER ANCILLARY HAZARDS AND NEEDS 
In addition to heat protection, you’ll also need to consider what other performance measures you will need from your 
gloves. If you’ll be exposed to cut hazards you’ll want to choose heat-resistant gloves that also offer cut resistance. 
Additionally, if there are specific performance needs required, such as dexterity, make sure you choose a heat-resistant 
glove that also provides for those requirements. 

HAIR

STRATUM CORNEUM

EPIDERMIS

DERMIS

SUBCUTANEOUS 
TISSUE

MUSCLE

N O R M A L  S K I N

Normal skin, which has a good balance of moisture, small 
pores and an even tone, is the goal of most skin care regimens. 
Most people have normal skin, but to maintain its good 
condition, it's important to minimize exposure to the sun.

F I R S T  D E G R E E  B U R N

First-degree burns affect only the outer layer of the skin. 
They cause pain, redness, and swelling.

S E C O N D  D E G R E E  B U R N

Second-degree burns affect both the outer and underlying 
layer of skin. They cause pain, redness, swelling and blistering. 
They are also called partial thickness burns.

T H I R D  D E G R E E  B U R N

Third-degree burns affect the deep layers of skin. They are also 
called full thickness burns. They cause white or blackened, 
burned skin. The skin may be numb.
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#K825KP | ONE SIZE (L)
• The 100% Kelvar® outer shell of these gloves provides  
 excellent protection in a 10" length
• 100% wool terry-liner for added protection
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)

Applications & Industries: 
Casting, Forging, High Heat Applications, Hot Glass Handling

A5
CUT 

4
HEAT 

DR
AG
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™

#K835KP | S, L
• The 100% Kelvar® outer shell of these gloves provides  
 excellent protection in a 12" length
• 100% wool terry-liner for added protection
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)

Applications & Industries: 
Casting, Forging, High Heat Applications, Hot Glass Handling

A5
CUT 

4
HEAT 

CO
OL

 G
RI

P®

#SPGRK/A | XS-XL
• These gloves are specifi cally designed for the plastic-injection
 molding industry
• High cut-resistance thanks to the polyester composite
 fi lament-fi ber and Cordura® nylon blend in the outer layer
• The glove-within-a-glove design works to trap air for
 increased insulating properties
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Hot Glass Handling, Plastic Injection Molding,
Steel & Metal, Working with Metal Castings

A6
CUT 

CO
OL

 G
RI

P®

#TRKDPB | ONE SIZE (L)
• These fully washable, heat-resistant gloves provide great
 breathability
• Double terry-knit palms protect hands from thermal heat
 up to 260°C (500°F)
• Terry loops on inside provide good insulation against heat

Applications & Industries: 
Forging Operations, Foundries, Glass and Ceramic Plants,
Laboratories, Material Handling

4
HEAT 

ANSI 4, ANSI 5

superiorglove.com
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#SCPSCLP | XS-XL
• These gloves’ SilaChlor® center layer provides thermal-heat
 protection
• Heavy duty poly/cotton string-knit provides rugged durability
• Leather palms wrap around sides of fi ngers to provide
 durable comfort
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)

Applications & Industries: 
Foundries, Glass Plants, Metal Fabrication, Steel & Metal

4
HEAT 

4
PUNCTURE 

CO
OL

 G
RI

P®

#TBM | ONE SIZE (L)
• These 17" bakers mitts are made with 32 oz. heavy-duty
 terry cloth
• Fully lined with 11 oz. knit cotton
• Reinforced Twaron® thumb patch for added heat protection
• Also available in 12" length (#TBM4)

Applications & Industries: 
Bakeries, Food Processing, Restaurants

5
HEAT 

CO
OL

 G
RI

P®

#TBMOB | ONE SIZE (L)
• This glove, which features a 17" protective length, has been
 treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
• Preshrunk, washable, 32 oz. heavy-duty terry cloth
• Fully lined with 11 oz. knit cotton
• Reinforced Twaron® thumb patch for added heat protection

Applications & Industries: 
Bakeries, Food Processing, Restaurants

5
HEAT 

5
HEAT 

CO
OL

 G
RI

P®

#SKX-W4 | S-2XL
• The glove-within-a-glove design traps air for excellent
 protection against thermal contact
• Kevlar® carbon fi ber blend is impervious to fl ame and heat
• 100% wool knit terry-liner traps air for added insulation
• Heat protection of up to 320°C (608°F)
• Also available with 4" cuff (#SKX-W4)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Steel & Metal

A5
CUT 
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#TK835LG2 | S, L
• The 100% Kevlar® outer shell of this glove makes for 
 excellent cut protection
• 100% cotton terry-liner
• Leather lined front and back
• Heat protection of up to 320°C (608°F)

Applications & Industries: 
Casting, Forging, High Heat Applications, Hot Glass Handling

ANSI 5

superiorglove.com
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Mechanics gloves are not only for mechanics, although they were designed to protect against many 
of the bumps, scrapes, and bruises that are common to mechanics. This makes them suitable for a 
number of other industries including general construction, material handling, carpentry, plumbing, 
and law enforcement. 

MECHANICS 101:

The best mechanics gloves will protect your hands from injuries without interfering with your work. Here are some 
characteristics to look for when selecting the best mechanics gloves for you:

Look for breathable, lightweight 
fabrics such as nylon or polyester

Choose a glove with a palm 
coating that can maintain your grip 

through grease, oil, and fuel 

Many mechanics gloves provide 
added protection against hazards 
such as impact and cut protection

Gloves can’t protect you if you 
aren’t wearing them; choose a 

glove that allows enough freedom 
of movement for you to perform all 
necessary tasks without removing 

your gloves

B R E A T H A B I L I T Y G O O D  G R I P

A D D I T I O N A L  F E A T U R E SD E X T E R I T Y
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#378PL | S-2XL
•  These gloves are lightweight and stretchy
•  Synthetic leather performs better in cold, wet conditions and 

is fast-drying
•  Comfortable stretch backs with neoprene knuckles to protect 

against knocks
• Non-bulky, contoured tailoring for better dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Forklift Drivers, General Material Handling, 
Parts Handling

CL
UT

CH
 G

EA
R®

3
PUNCTURE 

#MXBE | XS-2XL
•  Offering great dexterity and touch sensitivity in a light and 

comfortable glove
•  Light, breathable forchette inserts (between fi ngers) for better 

fl exibility and comfort
•  Stretch-nylon backs feature neoprene padding across 

knuckles to protect against knocks and abrasion
• Reinforced thumb crotch for better wear

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Assembly Work, Construction, Forklift Drivers, 
Material Handling, Mechanics, Parts Handling, Truck Drivers

CL
UT

CH
 G

EA
R®

#MXGBE | S-2XL
•  The synthetic leather palms on these gloves won’t stiffen in 

cold or wet conditions, plus they dry quickly
•  PVC Diamond Grip patches with Poron® padding is 

strategically placed to increase life of glove and improve grip
•  Foam laminated spandex backs stretch to allow full freedom 

of movement

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly Work, Construction, Forklift Drivers, Material Handling, 
Mechanics, Parts Handling, Truck Drivers

CL
UT

CH
 G

EA
R®

3
PUNCTURE 

#MXGCE | S-2XL
•  The ergonomic shape of these gloves makes them 

comfortable for all-day wear
•  Goatskin leather palm with split leather patches and thumb 

crotch are strong, durable, and offer excellent abrasion 
resistance

•  Foam laminated spandex backs stretch to allow full freedom 
of movement

Applications & Industries: 
Carpentry, Construction, Lumber Handling, Material Handling, 
Mechanics

CL
UT

CH
 G

EA
R®
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#MXGKGHV | S-3XL
• Hi-viz back for improved visibility on the job
•  Goat-grain palms provide amazing abrasion resistance and 

added durability; leather wraps around fi ngertips to eliminate 
seam placement in traditional wear areas for increased lifespan

• Kevlar® and composite fi lament-fi ber lining 
•  Foam laminated spandex backing stretches for improved 

fl exibility; ergonomic styling adds greater comfort and dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly Work, Construction, Forklift Drivers, Mechanics, 
Parts Handling

CL
UT
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 G
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R®

5
PUNCTURE 

A5
CUT 
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When it comes to chemical resistance, there is no one-size-fits-all. Chemical-resistant gloves 
are made from a variety of materials including latex, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and nitrile, or 
combinations of those materials. Which gloves best suit your needs depends entirely upon the 
type of chemical hazard you’re facing and other hazards that may be present.

MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS: 
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN CHEMICAL-RESISTANT GLOVES

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE 101:

LATEX
PROS: High elasticity providing great grip and 
offering excellent resistance to cuts, tears and 
temperature. 

CONS: As a natural rubber, Latex may cause 
an allergic reaction in some people. 

TEMPERATURE: Flexible and durable over a 
wide range of temperatures, -18 to 149°C 
(0 to 300°F).

PVC
PROS: Protects against most aqueous 
solutions, detergents, and diluted bases 
and acids while also offering resistance 
to abrasions. 

CONS: Susceptible to cuts, punctures and 
snags and offers only limited resistance to 
organic solvents.

TEMPERATURE: PVC starts to soften at 
approximately 82°C (180°F).

PUNCTURE THICKNESS 
& LENGTH

TEMPERATURE
SENSITIVITY

ABRASION

72
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UNSUPPORTED AND SUPPORTED GLOVES

NITRILE
PROS: Offers many of the same benefits of latex 
without causing allergic reactions, including excellent 
resistance to abrasions, cuts, punctures and snags. 
Nitrile also offers considerable resistance to oils, 
fuels, and certain organic solvents.

CONS: Does not offer the same dexterity as a 
latex glove.

TEMPERATURE: Demonstrates functional 
performance in temperatures ranging from 
-4 to 149°C (25 to 300°F).

NEOPRENE
PROS: Offers good protection for extended 
contact with acids, bases, alcohols, fuels, 
peroxides, hydrocarbons and phenols.

CONS: Not effective against halogenated and 
aromatic hydrocarbons.

TEMPERATURE: Demonstrates heat stability 
up to 93°C (200°F).

UNSUPPORTED GLOVES
Manufactured using hand forms, unsupported 
gloves are dipped directly into a glove compound 
without the addition of a supporting liner. This 
process creates gloves with better tactility and 
dexterity than supported gloves.

SUPPORTED GLOVES
Manufactured with a woven or knitted liner 
which strengthens the glove. The liner provides 
resistance to abrasions, cuts, and punctures 
but offers less tactility and dexterity than an 
unsupported glove.
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CHEMICAL CHART:

ACETALDEHYDE Excellent •  Poor  Fair

ACETIC ACID  Excellent •  Fair  Good

ACETONE  Excellent •  Poor  Poor

AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

AMYL ACETATE  Poor  Fair  Fair

ANILINE  Good  Poor  Excellent •

ANIMAL FATS  Fair  Poor  Excellent •

ASPHALT  Poor  Poor  Excellent •

BENZYLIC ALCOHOL  Fair  Excellent •  Excellent •

BLEACH  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent • 

BORIC ACID  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

BRAKE FLUID  Fair  Fair  Excellent •

BUTYL ACETATE  Poor  Fair  Fair

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE  Poor  Fair  Good

CHLORACETONE  Excellent •  Poor  Poor

CHROMIC ACID 50%  Poor  Good  Fair

CITRIC ACID 10%  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

CREOSOTE  Fair  Excellent •  Excellent •

CUTTING OIL  Poor  Excellent •  Excellent •

CYCLOHEXANE  Poor  Poor  Excellent •

DIESEL FUEL  Poor  Poor  Excellent •

DIETHANOLAMINE  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

DIETHYL ETHER  Fair  Fair  Excellent •

DIOCTYL PHTALATE (DOP)  Fair  Poor  Good

ETHYL ACETATE  Good  Poor  Poor

ETHYL ALCOHOL (Ethanol)  Excellent •  Fair  Excellent •

ETHYLENE GLYCOL  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

FERTILIZERS  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

FISH (Shell Fish)  Fair  Fair  Excellent •

FLUORIDES  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

FORMALDEHYDE 37% (Formalin)  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

FUEL OIL  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

GASOLINE  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

C H E M I C A L  L A T E X  V I N Y L  ( P V C )   N I T R I L E

Our foremost concern is your safety, which means making sure you choose the right gloves for your 
needs. The following chart is intended as a guideline to help start your selection process off in the right 
direction but should not be the be-all-and-end-all of your search. Choosing the correct chemical-resistant 
glove for your needs can be a complex process and we recommend contacting one of our helpful business 
development associates at business.development@superiorglove.com for more information. 

Remember, when it comes to protecting your hands from chemical hazards wearing gloves is not enough – 
you need to wear the right gloves. 
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LEGEND
Excellent • – It’s perfect; use it. | Good – It’s all good. | Fair – Usable. You’re the boss. | Poor – Forget about it.

The data provided is based on the informed judgement of Superior Glove collected from data available at the time. This is intended to guide and inform solely as advisory information. 
Suitability of a glove for a specific job must be determined through controlled testing by the user.

HEXANE  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

HOUSEHOLD DETERGENTS  Good  Good  Good

HYDRAULIC FLUID  Excellent •  Good  Excellent •

HYDROCHLORIC ACID 30%  Fair  Good Excellent •

HYDROFLUORIC ACID 30%  Good  Good  Excellent •

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE  Good  Poor  Excellent •

KEROSENE  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

LINSEED OIL  Poor  Good  Excellent •

METHYL ALCOHOL (Methanol)  Excellent •  Good  Excellent •

METHYL ETHYL KETONE (MEK)  Fair Poor  Poor

METHYL FORMATE  Fair  Fair  Fair

MINERAL OILS  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

NAPHTHA  Poor Fair  Excellent •

NAPHTHALENE  Poor  Fair  Good

NITRIC ACID  Good  Fair  Fair

NITROBENZENE  Poor  Poor  Fair

OLEIC ACID  Fair  Fair  Excellent •

PERCHLOROETHYLENE  Poor Poor  Good

PHOSPHORIC ACID  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

PHOTO DEVELOPER FIXER  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

PINE OIL  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 50% KOH  Excellent •  Excellent •  Fair

POULTRY  Fair  Poor  Excellent •

PROPYLENE DICHLORIDE  Poor  Poor  Fair

SILICATES  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

SODIUM HYDROXIDE 50% NaOH  Excellent •  Fair  Fair

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

STEARIC ACID  Good  Good  Good

SULPHURIC ACID (Concentrated)  Poor  Good  Poor

SULPHURIC ACID (Diluted)  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

TETRAHYDROFURAN (THF)  Fair  Poor  Poor

TOLUENE (Toluol)  Poor  Fair  Fair

TRINITROBENZENE  Poor  Fair  Good

TURPENTINE  Poor  Good  Excellent •

VEGETABLE OIL  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

WEED KILLER  Excellent •  Excellent •  Excellent •

WOOD PRESERVATIVES  Poor  Fair  Excellent •

XYLENE  Poor  Poor  Good

C H E M I C A L  L A T E X  V I N Y L  ( P V C )   N I T R I L E
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#F230 | ONE SIZE (XL)
• These double-dipped PVC gloves offer a CFIA approval,
 making them safe for food handling
• Twelve-inch premium quality double-dipped PVC offers
 good abrasion resistance
• Absorbent fl eece jersey liner for comfort
• Anti-bacterial treatment for better odor protection
• Also available with 14" guantlet cuff (#F236)
• 12" length; 12 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Acids, Caustics and Organic Solvents, Chemical Industry, 
Commerical Fishing, Fuel Delivery, Mining or Oil-Related 
Industries, Petrochemical, Suitable for Handling Oils

2
PUNCTURE 
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#FB230 | ONE SIZE (L)
• With puncture protection and anti-bacterial treatment for
 better odor protection, these well-rounded gloves have you
 covered for a number of applications
• Black, double-dipped high-grade PVC offers good abrasion
 resistance
• Absorbent fl eece jersey liner for comfort
• 12" length; 12 mil
• Also available with 14" guantlet cuff (#FB236)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Commercial Fishing, Construction, Fuel Oil Delivery,
Maintenance, Mining, Petrochemical

2
PUNCTURE 
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#J236 | L-XL
• The thick PVC coating on these gloves covers the 100%
 cotton interlock liner, which offers great abrasion resistance
• Cotton interlock lining is absorbent for cooler comfort
• 14" gauntlet cuff
• 14" length; 12 mil
• Also available with 12" guantlet cuff (#J230)

Applications & Industries: 
Acids and Caustics, Agriculture, Chemical Handling, 
Construction, General Maintenance, Handling Oils, Petrochemical

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION
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™

#SH230 | M-2XL
• Comfortable gloves offering CFIA approval, making them
 safe for food handling
• Super-soft PVC formulation for greater comfort and fl exibility
• Ergonomically-shaped for food handling
• 12" length; 60 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Fishery, Maintenance, Petrochemical

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

PVC, NITRILE
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#N230CR | S-2XL
• The cold-resistant nitrile of these gloves will not stiffen or  
 crack in cold temperatures
• Nitrile coating offers great dry grip and durability
• Sand-patch grip channels liquids away from surface for
 secure grip in wet/oily conditions
• Cotton jersey support is comfortable and absorbs sweat
• 12" length; 5.9 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Commercial Fishing, Maintenance, Oily Metal Parts, 
Petrochemical

3
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#NI3012 | 8-11
• These gloves perform well in a wide range of temperatures
 from -4° to 149°C (25° to 300°F)
• 12 mil unsupported nitrile
• Nitrile coating resists oils, fuels, and many organic solvents
• Embossed fi nish for a better grip
• 12" length

Applications & Industries: 
Chemical Processing, Food Processing, Janitorial,
Machine Operators, Meat Processing, Petrochemical
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#NIF3018 | 7-11
• With an 18 mil thickness, these gloves offer the perfect  
 balance between protection and dexterity
• Nitrile coating resists oils, fuels, and many organic solvents
• Embossed fi nish for a better grip
• Flocked-lined
• 13" length; 18 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Battery Manufacturing, Chemical Processing, Food Processing,
Machining Operations Using Cutting Oil
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#NIF3018SS | 7-11
• The unique features of these gloves include the ability to help
 eliminate paint spray-back by grounding you to the spray gun
 as well as chemical-resistant properties
• Conductive silver strip electrically grounds worker to spray
 paint gun, eliminating paint spray back (ESD is for the palm only)
• Nitrile chemical-resistant, electrostatic spray painting gloves
• 12" long, 18 mil thick with fl ock lining
• Embossed fi nish for a better grip

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Appliance Manufacturing, Automotive

ESD
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#NT230 | S-2XL
• The soft jersey liner of these gloves absorbs perspiration for
 greater comfort and ease of use
• Nitrile crushed-ceramic-powder-grip fi nish provides a 
 fantastic grip in oily/wet conditions 
• 12" length; 45 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Oily Metal Parts, Petrochemical
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#NE240TKL | 8-11
• Terry-lined heavy-duty neoprene gloves
• Neoprene has good abrasion and cut resistance, while
 resisting the effects of aging, sunlight, ozone, oxidation and
 weather
• Flame resistant properties, gloves will not burn, drip or melt
• Offers heat stability up to 200°C (392°F)
• Acrylic terry lining protects hands against thermal contact
• 16" length; 1.2 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Chemical Processing, Degreasing, Fishing, Food Processing, 
Galvanizing, Oil Refi neries, Petrochemical, Plating, Refi ning
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#NE246FFL | ONE SIZE (XL)
• The extra long 18" length of these gloves results in added protection
• Heavy-duty supported neoprene gloves
• Neoprene has good abrasion and cut resistance, while
 resisting the effects of aging, sunlight, ozone, oxidation and
 weather
• Offers heat stability up to 200°C (392°F)
• Inner cotton shell absorbs perspiration and cushions hands
• 18" length; 8 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Chemical Processing, Forestry, Laboratory, Mining, Petrochemical 
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#NL3030 | 7-10
• These heavyweight 30 mil gloves are also CFIA approved 
 for food handling
• Unsupported neoprene over latex gloves
• Neoprene has good abrasion and cut resistance, while
 resisting the effects of aging, sunlight, ozone, oxidation and
 weather
• Flocked-lined
• 12" length; 30 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Chemical Processing, Degreasing, Food Handling, 
Maintenance, 

NITRILE, NEOPRENE, LATEX

superiorglove.com
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#408 | 7-10
• Excellent resistance to water-based chemicals is a standout
 feature for these gloves
• Orange, 13" heavyweight unsupported latex gloves
• Flocked line for improved comfort
• Diamond-pattern grip fi nish gives good grip in wet conditions
• 13" length; 30 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Chemical Plants, Fish Processing, Food Processing, 
Janitorial, Laboratories, Plant Maintenance
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#L3018 | 7-10
• With a CFIA rating, these gloves are safe for food handling
 and perform especially well for canning, among other
 applications
• Latex, 12" unsupported canning gloves
• Diamond pattern on palm for better wet and dry grip
• Inside is chlorinated for easy on and off
• 12" length; 18 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Canning, Food Handling, Janitorial, Laboratory, Pharmaceutical
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#L8230 | 8-11
• These gloves offer excellent dexterity in addition to its
 protective features
• Supported latex gloves with wrinkle-fi nish coating on palm
 and back
• Inner cotton-jersey liner signifi cantly reduces heat transfer,
 while keeping hands dry and comfortable by absorbing
 perspiration
• Rough fi nish on hand portion provides excellent wet/dry grip
• 12" length; 30 mil

Applications & Industries: 
Commercial Fishing, Food Processing, Glass Handling,
Handling Frozen Food, Handling Hot Containers,
Sheet Metal Assembly 
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#L868B | ONE SIZE (XL)
• These gloves feature great puncture and abrasion resistance
 and are suitable for a variety of applications
• Wrinkle fi nish jersey-lined latex palm-coated gloves
• Heavy-duty latex coating is deeply wrinkled for ultimate 
 wet/dry grip
• Soft jersey liner for all-day comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Fishery, Forestry, Handling Plants, Lumber Mills, 
Masonry Work, Material Handling, Trash Collection
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#635CRYO | S/M, L/XL
• Loose fi tting to allow for quick removal in case of contact with
 cryogenic fl uid
• 3M Thinsulate™ and Raotex™ insert to trap body heat while
 allowing moisture to escape
• Extended cuff for extra protection
• Also available with leather palm for more abrasive applications
 (#635CRYLP)

Applications & Industries: 
Artifi cial Insemination Clinics, Blood Banks, Cryogenic Distillation,
Cryogenic Gas Plants, Farming, Laboratories, Medical,
Natural Gas Processing

superiorglove.com
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LEARN YOUR LEATHERS:
If you think all leather is created equal, think again! 
Leather is an incredibly versatile material that comes 
in a variety of types and styles. The best leather for you 
depends on comfort, the daily tasks you perform, and 
budget.  

There’s a leather for everyone, let us help you find yours! 

While you may know us for our cut-resistant gloves, our 
roots are actually in leather. Frank Geng, the founder 
of Superior Glove, began his career as a tanner. In its 
infancy, Superior Glove offered five different styles of 
leather glove and today offers thousands

TYPES OF LEATHER
If you’re thinking about choosing your leather based on your favorite animal (or least favorite animal) you’ll want to revise 
your strategy. Animal leathers are not interchangeable – they each have their own specific strengths and weaknesses.  

SELECTING THE BEST QUALITY LEATHER
Much like your skin is not like anybody else’s, neither are any two animal hides alike. There are many elements that help 
determine the quality of leather, including the following:

Leather is an investment and you want to know you’re getting the best possible value for your dollar and the 
protection you need. For expert leather advice, contact one of our helpful Business Development Associates at 
business.development@superiorglove.com.  

Type of animal hide1 Location where the 
animal was raised

2 Area of the hide that 
leather was cut from

3 Layer of hide used, 
e.g. top grain or 
split grain

4 Skill involved in 
processing and 
tanning the hide

5
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C O W  L E A T H E R

• Most common leather as it provides great value  
 for texture, appearance, durability, and comfort 
• Resistant to dirt and water 
• Easy to care for 

P I G  L E A T H E R

• Dense leather with a soft and supple feel 
• Breathable material 
• Stays soft after getting wet 

S H E E P  L E A T H E R

• Extremely soft and comfortable 
• Lightweight and delicate 

G O A T  L E A T H E R

• Slightly softer and tougher than cow leather 
• Economical, strong, and durable with a smooth,  
 fine grain

D E E R  L E A T H E R

• One of the softest leathers available 
• Stays soft after getting wet 

B U F F A L O  L E A T H E R

• Superior abrasion resistance 
• Extremely durable, rugged and strong 

H O R S E  L E A T H E R

• Tough and durable 
• Comfortable 
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DRIVERS 

#365GC | M-2XL
•  Offering heat protection of up to 200°C (392°F), these 

cowgrain gloves also provide excellent dexterity
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
• Outseam sewn and fully welted for added protection 
•  Kevlar® sewn for improved seam strength and resistance 

to sparks
• Strapped thumbs and extended gauntlet cuffs

Applications & Industries: 
Material Handling, Mining, Steel & Metal, Utilities, Welding
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#375CSi | S-2XL
•  Featuring split-leather backs and gauntlet cuffs, these gloves 

offer great protection and comfort
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Light Welding Operations, Material Handling, Mining, 
Steel & Metal
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#378A | XS-3XL
• The gunn cut styling and double stitching of these gloves
 makes for added durability
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
• Backs are elasticized for a snug fi t

Applications & Industries: 
Farm Equipment, Forklift Drivers, Operators of Construction, 
Ranching, Truck Drivers
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#378C | S-3XL
•  The clute-cut pattern means seams are at the back of these 

gloves, making for a better fi t; domed snaps at the wrist 
ensure the gloves fi t snugly

• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
• Double stitched for added durability and longer seam wear 
• Roper-style conforms to the hand over time

Applications & Industries: 
Cable Handling, Construction, Forestry, Forklift Drivers, Lumber, 
Ranching, Truck Drivers
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#378GAHVB | S-XL
•  Enhanced with 3M™ Scotchlite™ retro-refl ective stripes 

combined with a yellow hi-viz back makes for increased 
visibility on the job

• Tough goatskin leather palms for excellent abrasion resistance
• Gunn cut styling includes full leather thumbs and forefi ngers
• Also available in winter version (#378GHVTL)

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, General Maintenance, 
General Material Handling, Welding
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#378GAX | XS-XL
•  Gunn cut pattern eliminates seams in high wear areas
• Tough goatskin leather palms for excellent abrasion resistance
• Spandex backs stretch for better fi t and breathability
• Wing thumb for better durability and comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, General Maintenance

EN
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#378GFRES | S-XL
•  These gloves feature a Protex® liner, which is blended with 

ESD (electrostatic dissipating) carbon lament for anti-static 
and fl ame-resistant properties

• Goatskin is exceptionally tough and abrasion resistant
• Keystone thumb for better comfort and durability

Applications & Industries: 
Material Handling, Mining, Oil & Gas, Steel & Metal, Utilities
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#378GKTA | XS-3XL
• Goatskin is exceptionally tough and abrasion resistant
• Keystone thumb for extra durability

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, General Maintenance
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DRIVERS, LINEMAN

#378GOB | S-3XL
•  Oilbloc™ treated gloves with great puncture protection and 

abrasion resistance
• Goatskin is exceptionally tough and abrasion resistant 
• Elastic backs for snug fi t
• Also available with Thinsulate™ lining

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Maintenance, Metal Stamping, Parts Handling 
Petroleum Industry, Sheet Metal
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#378GOBFC | S-3XL
•  Featuring unique fi nger cap technology, these gloves ensure 

protection from fi ngertip crushing
• Goatskin is exceptionally tough and abrasion resistant 
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for unbeatable oil and water resistance 
• Fully lined with cotton liner for added comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Brick Laying, Construction, Material Handling, Mining, Oil & Gas, 
Site Cleanup, Stud Work
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#378GOT | S-2XL
•  Hi-viz orange fi ngertips elevate the level of safety
• Goatskin is exceptionally tough and abrasion resistant 
• Keystone thumb for extra durability 
• Also available in a winter version (#378GOTTL)

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, General Maintenance, Lumber, Mining
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#378SB | S-2XL
•  Grain cowhide palms offer great protection against abrasion
• Suede leather backs 
• Wing thumb for better durability and comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Automotive, Construction, General Purpose

EN
DU

RA
®

AS SEEN ONPAGE
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#399OSSC4 | 7-9
•  The cuffs and seams are positioned toward the back of the 

fi ngers for reduced rubbing
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
•  4.5" gauntlet cuffs for more protection

Applications & Industries: 
Material Handling, Mining, Steel & Metal

EN
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#399SC4 | S-2XL
•  Strapped thumbs, providing rugged durability, are just one of 

the many features of these gloves
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
• Gunn cut styling and double stitching for added durability 
•  Strapped thumb for rugged durability and split-leather 

cowhide gauntlet cuffs for extra wrist protection
• Outseam sewn for reduced rubbing and chafi ng

Applications & Industries: 
Material Handling, Mining, Steel & Metal
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#361DLX6 | S-XL
•  Made with select heavyweight 3½ oz. grain horsehide leather 

for a tough, yet comfortable, mitt
• Treated with Waterstop™ to repel water and oil 
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam integrity 
• 6" refl ective gauntlet cuff

Applications: 
Utilities
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#365DLX2 | S-2XL
•  These heavyweight 3½   oz. horsehide leather gloves feature 

a 2” refl ective gauntlet cuff
• Treated with Waterstop™ to repel water and oil 
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam strength

Applications & Industries: 
Utilities
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LINEMAN, FITTERS

#365DLX6 | S-2XL
•  These heavyweight 3½   oz. grain horsehide leather features a 

6” refl ection gauntlet cuff
• Treated with Waterstop™ to repel water and oil 
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam strength

Applications & Industries: 
Utilities
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#76B | S-2XL
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• 2.5" (7 cm) safety cuff
• Also available in an unlined version (#76BUL)

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#76GR | ONE SIZE (L)
•  With a 4.25" rubberized gauntlet, increased forearm 

protection is a welcome feature with these gloves
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• Absorbent cotton palm lining

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#76YBDQ | S-XL
• Cowgrain provides excellent durabilty and dexterity 
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• Absorbent cotton palm lining 
• 2.5" (7 cm) safety cuff

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#66B | L-2XL
•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and rugged 

wear
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• Cotton lined palms for comfort and sweat absorption 
• 2.5" (7 cm) safety cuff
• Also available with rubberized safey cuff (#66BR)

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#66BD | ONE SIZE (L)
•  An extra layer of heavyweight tri-tan leather on these gloves’ 

palm, index fi nger and thumb provides extra protection
•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and rugged 

wear
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• 2.5" (7 cm) rubberized safety cuffs

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#66BRBLUE | ONE SIZE (L)
•  These gloves’ unique feature lies in their gunn cutt style, which 

features a cotton back
•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and rugged 

wear
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• 2.5" (7 cm) rubberized safety cuffs
• Also available in red (#66BRRED)

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#66BRR | ONE SIZE (L)
•  An extra layer of heavyweight tri-tan leather on these gloves’ 

palm and index fi ngers provide extra protection, in addition to 
their already excellent puncture protection

•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and rugged 
wear

•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 
fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection

• 2.5" (7 cm) rubberized safety cuffs

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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FITTERS, CLUTE CUT LEATHER

#66BRR2 | ONE SIZE (L)
• Economical alternative to the 66BRR
•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and 

rugged wear
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• 2.5" (7 cm) rubberized safety cuffs

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#66Q | ONE SIZE (L)
• Reinforced palm patch for additional protection
•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and rugged 

wear
•  Full leather palms and index fi ngers, plus reinforced leather 

fi ngertips and knuckle straps for extra protection
• 2.5" (7 cm) safety cuff

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#69BRR | ONE SIZE (L)
•  The leather fi ngertips and knuckle strap provide extra 

protection
•  Cowhide split-leather stands up to heavy duty and rugged 

wear
• Seams are sewn with Kevlar® for extra seam integrity
• Polyethylene washable cuff

Applications & Industries: 
Cable Handling, Lumber, Steel & Metal

EN
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#630Ki | ONE SIZE (L)
•  These clute cut gloves offer snug knit-wrist cuffs to keep 

debris out
• Cowhide split-leather palms for good abrasion resistance 
• Leather palm and index fi nger for longer lifespan 
• Breathable cotton backs

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping

EN
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®
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#650 | ONE SIZE (L)
• Preshrunk split-leather palms retain shape and feel, even after
 several washings 
• Durable yet breathable 8 oz. cotton twill shell 
• Knitwrist cuff provides a snug, secure fi t
• Fully washable
• Cowhide split-leather palms for good abrasion resistance

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#650G | ONE SIZE (L)
• A cotton gauntlet cuff sets these gloves apart from the other  
 gloves in the 650 family
•   Preshrunk cowhide split-leather palms retain shape and feel, 

even after several washings
• Durable yet breathable 8 oz. cotton twill shell 
• Full 8 oz. cotton twill back
• Fully washable

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#650HB | ONE SIZE (L)
•  Abrasion-resistant, cowhide split-leather palms
•  Heavy 9 oz. cotton backs
• Knitwrist cuff provides a snug, secure fi t
• Generous hand size
• Fully washable

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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#650i | ONE SIZE (L)
• Economical alternative to the 650
• These split-leather palmed gloves are fully washable
• Cowhide split-leather palms
• Cotton twill back
• Knitwrist cuff provides a snug, secure fi t

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, General Purpose, Landscaping
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Not all welding gloves are created equal, that’s why we’ve got a full range of welding gloves to keep your 
hands protected and your work on point, no matter what the task. To select the best welding gloves for 
your needs, follow the guidelines below or contact one of our helpful Business Development Associates 
at business.development@superiorglove.com for a personalized selection of appropriate gloves. 

WELDING GLOVES 101:

WHAT TYPE OF WELDING?
Whether you will be performing TIG, MIG, or Stick welding, this will have an impact on the type of welding 
glove you select. 

S T I C K  W E L D I N G

Unlike TIG and MIG welding, Stick welding 
produces really high heat and a lot of 
splatter and requires less dexterity. Your 
best bet is a heavyweight cow split-leather 
glove with a really good lining. 

M I G  W E L D I N G

MIG welding produces a fair amount of 
heat and sparks, which are best protected 
by goat or cow grain gloves with a lining.  

T I G  W E L D I N G

As TIG welding produces a fair amount 
of heat but requires the best touch 
sensitivity, you will want to choose a 
durable and dexterous material, such as 
goatskin, and also look for a glove with a 
keystone thumb. 
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IS KEVLAR® STITCHING WORTH THE COST? 
Whenever you have the opportunity, you should always choose a welding glove with Kevlar® stitching. 

While most welding gloves are made from heat-resistant material, the threads used to stitch those gloves together are 
often cotton or nylon – both fabrics that can ignite quite easily.  

WHAT IF CUT HAZARDS ARE ALSO A THREAT?  
Heat isn’t the only risk when welding – handling metal with sharp or jagged edges can be par for the course. To protect 
yourself from cut hazards, you’ll want to choose a glove that includes a Kevlar® lining.

DOES THUMB STYLE MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN COMFORT? 
This comes down to personal preference, but in our experience thumb styles such as the wing and keystone tend to be 
the most ergonomically shaped and provide the best comfort. 

Y E L L O W  K E V L A R ®  L I N E R

Y E L L O W  K E V L A R ®  S E A M S

W I N G  T H U M B
Thumb sewn to the side of the glove

K E Y S T O N E  T H U M B
Thumb is sewn in as a separate piece
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#335CBP | S-2XL
•  With heat resistance up to 200°C (392°F), these reverse-grain 

cowhide gloves offer excellent protection
•  Made from reverse-grain cowhide with reinforced back patch 

for extra wear and protection
•  Fully Kevlar® sewn throughout for seam strength and 

resistance to sparks
•  Strapped thumbs and extended cowhide gauntlet cuffs for 

good wrist protection

Applications & Industries: 
MIG Welding, TIG Welding, Fabrication, Material Handling 
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#335DBP | S-XL
• These split deerskin gloves feature Kevlar® sewn throughout
•  Made from split-deerskin with reinforced cowhide back-patch 

for extra wear and protection
•  Fully Kevlar® sewn throughout for seam strength and 

resistance to sparks
•  Strapped thumbs and extended cowhide gauntlet cuffs for 

good wrist protection

Applications & Industries: 
MIG Welding, TIG Welding, Fabrication, Material Handling
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#335DTIG | S-XL
•  Soft, pliable deerskin provides great dexterity and a fi ne sense 

of touch
•  Fully Kevlar® sewn throughout for seam strength and 

resistance to sparks
•  Strapped thumbs and extended cowhide gauntlet cuffs for 

good wrist protection
• Heat protection of up to 140°C (284°F)

Applications & Industries: 
TIG Welding, Welding
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#335PTIG | S-XL
• These gloves are constructed with grain pigskin, which is  
 known for its breathability, durability and comfort
•  4" cowhide gauntlet cuff for wrist protection against abrasion 

and sparks
• Heat protection of up to 80°C (176°F)
•  Fully Kevlar® sewn throughout for seam strength and 

resistance to sparks

Applications & Industries: 
TIG Welding, Fabrication, Material Handling
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#365HBR | S-XL
• These horsehide gloves feature Kevlar® sewn throughout
• Durable horsehide construction
•  Fully Kevlar® sewn throughout for seam strength and 

resistance to sparks
•  4" cowhide gauntlet cuff for wrist protection against abrasion 

and sparks
• Heat protection of up to 140°C (284°F)

Applications & Industries: 
TIG Welding, Fabrication, Material Handling
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#370CTIG | S-2XL
• These gloves provide excellent mobility for TIG welding 
•  Goatskin stays durable and tough, while still maintaining its 

high tensile strength
•  Goatskin leather makes for an excellent choice in TIG welding 

gloves as it provides the best mobility possible
• Wide-fi tting gauntlet cuff

Applications & Industries: 
Fine MIG Welding, TIG Welding, Power Plants, Stainless Steel 
Welding 
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#370GFKL | M-2XL
•  Featuring cut and heat protection, these goatskin gloves 

keep you well-covered
•  Goatskin stays durable and tough, while still maintaining its 

high tensile strength
•  Hand portion of gloves is lined with cut-and-sewn fi ne-gauge 

Kevlar® interlock knit
•  Fully Kevlar® sewn throughout for heat resistance and 

seam integrity
• Wide-fi tting split-cowgrain gauntlet cuffs

Applications & Industries: 
Fine MIG Welding, TIG Welding, Stainless Steel Welding, 
Steel Foundries
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#505BU | ONE SIZE (L)
•  These fl ame-resistant split-cowhide gloves come in a 

continuous one-piece back
• Select split-cowhide for comfortable yet rugged service
•  Full semi-sock thermal-knit cotton lining for comfort and 

added heat protection
• Flame resistant properties, gloves will not burn, drip or melt
•  Leather welting in all vulnerable seams and Kevlar® stitching 

thoughout

Applications & Industries: 
Welding

EN
DU

RA
®

2
HEAT 
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#505BUWS | ONE SIZE (L)
• These cowhide gloves are fully-lined for better heat resistance
• Rugged, durable cowhide is top-quality, select shoulder-split
• Fully-lined for better heat resistance
•  Kevlar® sewn throughout for seam integrity, resistance to 

sparks
•  Rugged gauntlet cuffs for full forearm protection against 

sparks, heat and abrasion

Applications & Industries: 
Welding

EN
DU

RA
®

#505i | ONE SIZE (L)
• These gloves feature a full semi-sock thermal-knit cotton lining
• Select split-cowhide for comfort and rugged durability
•  Continuous one-piece backs with leather welting in all 

vulnerable seams
• Heat protection of up to 140°C (284°F)

Applications & Industries: 
MIG Welding

EN
DU

RA
®

2
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4
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#505KGWS | S-2XL
•  With excellent high-level cut protection and the added bonus of heat 

protection and fl ame resistance, these split-cowhide gloves have it all
•  Continuous one-piece backs with leather welting in all vulnerable 

seams
•  Kevlar® lined for heat resistance; Kevlar® stitching throughout for 

extreme durability
• Flame resistant properties, gloves will not burn, drip or melt
•  Gauntlet cuffs for full forearm protection against sparks, heat,

and abrasion

Applications & Industries: 
Grinding, Industrial Fabrication, Metal Fabrication, Welding

EN
DU
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®

2
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#505MARS | ONE SIZE (L)
• Leather is treated with extra aluminum and chrome for 
 added fl ame/spark resistance
• Lined with 4 mm-thick fl ame-resistant foam lining
• Flame resistant properties, gloves will not burn, drip or melt
• Kevlar® sewn throughout; all critical seams welt protected

Applications & Industries: 
TIG Welding, Welding

EN
DU

RA
®

3
HEAT 
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#505RB | ONE SIZE (L)
•  A high puncture rating makes these side-split cowhide gloves 

an excellent choice
• Side-split cowhide with continuous one-piece backs
• Full semi-sock thermal-knit cotton lining
• Fully Kevlar® sewn for seam integrity
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)

Applications & Industries: 
MIG Welding

EN
DU
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®

4
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#675DBLB | ONE SIZE (L)
•  The deluxe, natural elk-skin palms with split-deerskin backs 

make these gloves unique
• Fleece-jersey lined backs and unlined palm
• Flame resistant properties, glove will not burn, drip or melt
• Gusseted 5.5" split cowhide gauntlet cuffs and wing thumbs
• Fully Kevlar® sewn for seam integrity

Applications & Industries: 
Welding

EN
DU

RA
®

2
HEAT 

#681BFi | ONE SIZE (L)
• These mitt-style gloves are highly rated for heat protection
• Chrome-tanned leather for rugged durability
•  Lining has been upgraded to a silver refl ective, dual density, 

non-woven felt
• Strapped thumbs, 4" gauntlet cuffs
• Fully Kevlar® sewn for seam integrity
• Flame resistant properties, gloves will not burn, drip or melt
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)

Applications & Industries: 
Foundries, High-Heat Welding, Rugged Material Handling, 
Steel & Metal

EN
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RA
®

4
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#685BFi | ONE SIZE (L)
•  The lining on these gloves has been upgraded to a silver 

refl ective, dual density, non-woven felt
• Chrome-tanned leather for rugged durability
• Strapped thumbs, 4" gauntlet cuffs
• Fully Kevlar® sewn for seam integrity
• Heat protection of up to 260°C (500°F)
• Flame resistant properties, gloves will not burn, drip or melt

Applications & Industries: 
Foundries, High-Heat Welding, Rugged Material Handling, 
Steel & Metal

EN
DU

RA
®

4
HEAT 
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Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS) is a serious, debilitating disorder that can be irreversible. 
HAVS is caused by prolonged exposure to vibrating hand tools and those at risk have typically used 
hand-held power tools for several years. Demographic and lifestyle choices also play a role as older 
workers and workers who smoke are more susceptible.  

VIBRATION-DAMPENING 
GLOVES:

THE EFFECTS OF HAVS:

N E U R O L O G I C A L V A S C U L A R M U S C U L O S K E L E T A L 

Neurological injuries can 
begin to manifest as tingling 
or numbing in the hands and 
fingers and will eventually 
impair sensibility in the hands 
and diminish dexterity. Full 
onset of neurological vibration 
damage is untreatable and 
results in serious disability. For 
example, a sufferer would have 
problems with simple tasks 
such as holding on to objects 
or inserting keys in keyholes. 

Vascular injuries impact the 
capillaries of the fingers, 
causing constriction (this is 
why smoking is an added risk 
as it reduces blood flow). This 
results in the ‘blanching’ of 
the fingers and is commonly 
referred to as Vibration-
Induced White Fingers (VWF). 
As the blood returns, the 
person can experience pain 
and discomfort.  

Musculoskeletal injuries can 
result in hand and arm pain 
as well as reduced mobility. 
Sufferers typically have 
difficulty with grip, often 
dropping items. These types 
of injuries can take the form of 
disorders such as arthritis and 
tendonitis. 

“I used to love do-it-yourself (DIY) projects – my kitchen, 
bathroom, a new foyer – I did it all! Now, I can’t pick up small 
items like screws. I can’t play in my weekly darts league, I 
can’t play darts at all anymore. Even something as simple as 
reading is now a challenge, I have to constantly wet my fingers 
because I can’t even feel the page to turn it over.”

35-year-old shipbuilder suffering from 
Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS)
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VIBRATION-DAMPENING 
GLOVES:

PROTECTION AGAINST HAVS 
Vibration injuries can be difficult to detect as the symptoms, such as tingling in the hands and fingers, are not always an 
obvious sign of vibrational damage. However, once fully developed, vibrational injuries are very often irreversible. 

If in the course of your employment you will need to use vibrating tools such as chainsaws, sanders, grinders, powered 
mowers, hammer drills, and the like on a regular basis then it is advisable that you wear hand protection that can 
effectively dampen the vibrational effects. 

Superior Glove offers a wide range of vibration-dampening gloves for all types of tasks and vocations. Whatever your 
needs, we’ve got your perfect fit.

CHAINSAWS SANDERS GRINDERS HAMMER 
DRILLS
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#S10VIB | M-XL
• With full-fi nger vibration-dampening, these gloves remove
 the stress experienced by hands and joints after working
 with powered tools
• Durable, black, 10-gauge nylon shell
• Padded with a layer of vibration dampening polymer
• Machine-washable

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Forestry and Landscaping

4
PUNCTURE 

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

#STAGPNVPI | 6-12
• These cut-resistant, vibration-dampening gloves are made with
 micropore nitrile grip, ensuring hands stay dry
• Made with TenActiv™ composite fi lament-fi ber yarn that is
 stronger than steel on an equal-weight basis
• Neoprene padding on palms and index fi ngers for excellent
 vibration dampening
• Micropore nitrile coating does not absorb oils or liquids so
 hands stay dry
• Craters act like tiny suction cups to improve grip in wet and
 oily conditions

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Concrete Finishing, Metal Scrapping,
Pneumatic Air Tools, Riveting

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

3
ABRASION

VI
BR
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TO

P™

#VIBGHFV | S-XL
• The half-fi nger styling of these gloves allows for better tactile
 feel in between use of vibrational tools
• Padded with a layer of vibration-dampening polymer
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Stretch-nylon mesh backs

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Grinding or Sanding Tools, Maintenance,
Pneumatic Vibrating Tools, Repetitive Impact Work

4
PUNCTURE 
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P™

#VIBGV | M-2XL
• These full-fi nger gloves are made with goatskin for superior
 abrasion resistance
• Padded with a layer of vibration-dampening polymer
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Stretch-nylon mesh backs; 2.5" padded wrist straps for
 excellent wrist support

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Grinding or Sanding Tools, Maintenance,
Pneumatic Vibrating Tools, Repetitive Impact Work

4
PUNCTURE 
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PUNCTURE LEVELS 101:

EN 388 is the standard used to 
classify puncture-resistance for 
large objects including glass, 

lumber, and sharp metals. Those 
employed in industries such 
as lumber, metal fabrication, 

and waste collection will want 
to ensure their safety gloves 
provide adequate protection 

under this standard. 

For punctures from fine objects 
such as hypodermic needles, the 

testing method that is used is 
ASTM F2878 as required under 
the ANSI/ISEA 105 standard. 

Workers in industries exposed to 
sharps such as law enforcement 
and medical will want to ensure 
their safety gloves have been 

tested according to this standard, 
specific to hypodermic needles. 

When you hear the words “puncture hazard”, does a large object such as a shard of glass come to mind, 
or is it the skin-piercing prick of a hypodermic needle? The fact is, both of these are legitimate puncture 
threats although they pose very different hazards. That’s why there are two standards used to measure the 
puncture-resistance of safety gloves – one for large objects and one for fine objects. 

HOW IS PUNCTURE RESISTANCE MEASURED?
When we say "wrong type of puncture resistance", it doesn’t mean that one is better than the other. There are two 
standards used to measure puncture resistance and each one has its own specific use:
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PUNKBAN™ TECHNOLOGY 
Superior Glove’s proprietary Punkban™ offers unparalleled protection in a woven material. This breakthrough 
was made possible by bringing together leading-edge textile technology in spinning and weaving para-aramids, 
in a method pioneered by Superior Glove. The resultant densely-woven Kevlar® is still flexible and supple yet 
unbelievably puncture resistant. 

This engineered fabric is incorporated in our exclusive range of gloves 
that provide incredible puncture protection. You’ll experience dexterity 
like never before with our full line of puncture-resistant Punkban™ gloves. 

B R U S H E D  F L E E C E  N Y L O N  L I N E R

P U N K B A N ™  P U N C T U R E  G U A R D

E X O - T E K T  W A T E R - R E P E L L A N T  M I C R O - S U E D E

P V C  S U R E  G R I P ®  P A L M  P A T C H E S
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#MXHVPB | S-2XL
•  These are great entry-level puncture protection gloves
•  Punkban™ offers superior puncture protection in a Kevlar ®

based woven material
•  PVC Sure Grip® palms for durable grip when working with oil
•  Fingertips feature textured wraparound PVC Sure Grip® for 

added grip
• Hi-viz lime-green backs

Applications & Industries: 
Lumber Yards, Recycling, Waste Management
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#MXVSBPB | S-2XL
•  These gloves’ impact-resistant back-of-hand material provides 

added protection for your hands
•  Punkban™ offers the best puncture protection available on the 

market in a woven material
•  PVC Sure Grip® palms for durable grip when working with oil
•  Fingertips feature textured PVC Sure Grip® for added grip
•  Kevlar® thumb patch extends the life of the gloves in the highest 

wear area

Applications & Industries: 
Oil & Gas
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#MXHV2PB | S-2XL
•  Both the front and back of these gloves are fully lined with 

Punkban™ for all-over protection
•  PVC Sure Grip® palms for durable grip when working with oil
•  Fingertips feature textured wraparound PVC Sure Grip® for 

added grip
•  Reinforced backs and palms provide abrasion, slash, and 

penetration protection on both the palm and back of hand
• Back-of-hand puncture protection: ASTM F2878 ANSI Puncture
 Level 2 / ANSI Probe Puncture Level 4

Applications & Industries: 
Lumber Yards, Recycling, Waste Management
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UT
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#S10LXPB | 6-10
•  With fully-lined palms featuring two layers of Punkban™, 

puncture protection there are no issues with these gloves
•  Latex palm coating for excellent wet/dry grip with improved 

comfort and dexterity
• Fingers feature wraparound Punkban™ protection
• Hi-viz lime-green palms

Applications & Industries: 
Food Processing, Lumber Yards, Recycling, Waste Management

DE
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The last decade has seen tremendous advancements in fiber technology, resulting in a plethora of 
highly-engineered safety gloves with all kinds of inherent properties such as cut and flame resistance. 
With so many new options, string-knit gloves often get overlooked as a basic or inferior choice – but this 
is far from the case.

BENEFITS OF STRING-KNIT GLOVES:

String-knit gloves are the tried-and-true original. What they lack in new fangled technology they make up for in good 
ol’ fashioned performance. 

As versatile as they are dependable, string-knit gloves can be used for a wide variety of tasks and in many cases 
perform as well or better than gloves made from more expensive materials.  

STRING-KNIT GLOVES:

BIODEGRADABLE

INEXPENSIVEEASY TO CLEAN 

COMFORTABLE COOL AND 
ABSORBENT

WON’T LEAVE 
SCRATCHES OR 
FINGERPRINTS

GOOD RESISTANCE TO 
ABRASION 
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#LL100 | 7-10
• Cotton/poly blend inspector gloves
• Prevents contamination including fi ngerprints, oils,
 and scratches
• Can be used as a glove liner
• Form-fi tting
• Also available with PVC dotted palms (#LL100D)

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Inspection Lines, Liner for Rubber Gloves

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#LL80 | ONE SIZE (Ladies)
• These hand-to-hand reversible gloves are available in one size
• Medium-weight, unbleached cotton/poly fabric is form-fi tting
• Can be used as a glove liner beneath rubber gloves to absorb
 perspiration
• Also available in men’s size (#ML80)

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Inspection Lines, Liner for Rubber Gloves

SU
PE

RI
OR

®

#LL80K | ONE SIZE (Ladies)
• These heavyweight gloves are form fi tting for comfortable use
• Heavyweight cotton/poly jersey knit is extremely absorbent
• Prevents contamination including fi ngerprints, oils, and
 scratches
• Washable and reversible
• Also available in men’s size (#ML80K)

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Inspection Lines, Liner for Rubber Gloves

SU
PE

RI
OR

®

#ML40 | ONE SIZE (Mens)
• These lightweight gloves are form-fi tting for comfortable use
• Lightweight bleach white cotton/poly fabric is form-fi tting
• Can be used as a glove liner beneath rubber gloves to
 absorb perspiration
• Hand-to-hand reversible
• Also available in ladies’ size (#LL40)

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly, Inspection Lines, Liner for Rubber Gloves
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#S13CL | S-XL
• Incredibly lightweight at only 22 grams, these gloves ensure
 comfort and touch-sensitivity
• Fine 13-gauge blend of cotton, lycra and spandex
• Excellent as a glove liner

Applications & Industries: 
Glove Liner, Small Parts Handling

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#S13FRT | S-XL
• These fl ame-resistant, Protex® gloves will not drip, melt
 or adhere to the skin if exposed to heat or direct fl ame
• Insulation with a thin, seamless, and soft fi t
• Made using THT™ (True Hand Technology) for a great fi t and
 reduced hand fatigue

Applications & Industries: 
Electronics, Military, Mining, Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Welding

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#S13TP3K | 2XS-XL
• The low-linting 100% polyester knit in this glove makes it 
 a fi rst choice for electronics and paint line applications
• 13-gauge low-lint fi lament polyester string-knit
• Made using THT™ (True Hand Technology) for a great fi t and
 reduced hand fatigue

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Cleanroom, Electronics, Paint Line

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#SBQ | XS-XL
• These are ideal general-purpose work gloves that are also
 CFIA certifi ed
• 7-gauge, bleach white cotton/polyester blend is cool and
 comfortable
• Glove launders extremely well

Applications & Industries: 
Food Processing, General Maintenance, Parts Handling

superiorglove.com
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#SC936 | L
• These gloves are fully launderable, helping to extend glove life
• 7-gauge unbleached cotton string knit is soft against the skin  
 allowing for extended wear
• Weighed at 936 grams per dozen
• Also available in 720 grams per dozen (#SC720)

Applications & Industries: 
General Maintenance, General Purpose, Parts Handling

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#SCP | 2XS-XL
• These extra heavy gloves, weighing 63 grams per pair, stand
 up well in more rugged applications
• 7-gauge, unbleached cotton/polyester blend is longer-wearing
 and launders extremely well
• Made using THT™ (True Hand Technology) for a great fi t and
 reduced hand fatigue

Applications & Industries: 
General Maintenance, General Purpose, Parts Handling

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#SNF | S-XL
• Offering excellent insulation properties, these gloves keep
 hands warm without sacrifi cing comfort or dexterity
• High bulk, 100% polyester knit
• Fully launderable

Applications & Industries: 
Commercial Fisheries, Food Processing

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#SNHB | XS-XL
• Knit with THT (True Hand Technology), these gloves provide
 greater comfort and less hand fatigue
• 7-gauge string-knit high-bulk polyester
• Synthetic blend of fi bers does not soak up water, oil or
 other liquids
• Also available in a high bulk version (#SNHB) sizes XS-XL, 
 and a PVC dotted palm version (#SND) sizes S-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Commercial Fisheries, Food Processing
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#SQ | XS-XL
• Great general-purpose work gloves, with a focus on parts
 handling and general maintenance applications
• 7-gauge cotton/polyester blend is cool, comfortable and
 launders extremely well
• 50 gram weight per pair

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, General Maintenance, Parts Handling

SU
RE

 G
RI

P®

#SQD | 2XS-XL
• These gloves feature over 500 PVC dots cured to the palm,
 providing outstanding abrasion resistance and greatly
 increased grip on wet or dry surfaces
• 7-gauge cotton/polyester blend is cool, comfortable and
 launders extremely well
• 50 gram weight per pair
• Also available dotted on both sides (#SQ2D)

Applications & Industries: 
Maintenance, Warehousing

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#STCi | S-XL
• Made with nylon, these gloves will not soak up liquids or oils
• 7-gauge nylon/Tire-Core™ yarn
• Hand-to-hand reversible for greater economy

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Commercial Fisheries, Food Processing, 
General Purpose, Warehousing

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#STN336K | 6, 9
• An excellent pair of painters’ gloves
• 13-gauge lint-free continuous fi lament nylon
• Great touch sensitivity
• Hand-to-hand reversible for greater economy

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Cleanroom, Electronics, Inspection, Paint Line

superiorglove.com
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES:

WHAT ARE THEY USED FOR? 
Disposable gloves are used for medical procedures, food handling, dental examinations, and industrial and light 
chemical contact. Essentially, disposable gloves help prevent cross-contamination in each of these industries. 
They are designed to be used once and thrown away.

TYPE OF MATERIAL

Whatever your disposable needs, Superior Glove is proud to offer both medical and industrial grade 
high-quality disposables in latex, nitrile, and vinyl. 

L A T E X

Once the most popular choices 
for protective disposable gloves 
for both medical and industrial 

use, latex has fallen out of 
favor as it is difficult to procure 
(as a natural material) and latex 
allergies have been on the rise. 

Disposable gloves made 
from latex have excellent tear 

resistance, mold well to hands, 
resist numerous chemicals, and 

have a long shelf life.

N I T R I L E

The most popular choice 
in disposable gloves, nitrile 

has proven to be a preferred 
alternative to latex in both 

industrial and medical 
grade uses. 

Unlike latex, nitrile is produced 
in a lab thereby reducing the 

likelihood of production issues. 
Nitrile gloves offer the highest 
degree of puncture resistance, 

have a high level of touch 
sensitivity, resist numerous 
chemicals, and have a long 

shelf life.

V I N Y L

Predominantly used in industrial 
applications, vinyl gloves lack 
the high levels of protection 
required by medical users. 
While vinyl gloves are less 

expensive than latex or nitrile, 
they have a looser fit, shorter 

lifespan, and are far 
less durable. 
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MEDICAL VS. INDUSTRIAL
Medical Grade: Used where there is a risk of contact with blood-borne pathogens or environmental 
contaminants. Best for industries such as hospitals, laboratories, cleanrooms, and dental offices. 
Not for Medical Use: Used for applications involving harsh chemicals and solvents. Best for industries such as 
automotive, janitorial, and food services

GLOVE THICKNESS
The thickness of a disposable glove is measured in mils (not to be confused with millimeters). Thanks to glove 
innovation and modern technology, today’s disposable gloves are more resistant to tears and snags regardless of 
the thickness. Most disposable gloves range from 4 mils to 15 mils but can be as thin as 2 mils.

T H I N T H I C K
For reference a dime is 35 mils thick and a plastic bag is 3 mils thick.

(4 to 5 mils) (8 to 15 mils)

Greater freedom of 
movement 

Higher touch sensivity

Absorb more friction
Lengthens permeation 

time for chemicals 
reaching your skin
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#RDLPF | XS-XL
• 5 mil, powder-free latex
• Textured grip with excellent touch sensitivity, ergonomically
 shaped to reduce hand fatigue
• Class 2 medical grade
• Available in Canada only

Applications & Industries: 
Dental and Medical Exam, Equipment Clean Up, Laboratories

KE
EP

KL
EE

N®

#RD3NPF | S-2XL
• 3 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Class 2 medical grade
• Available in the USA only

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Laboratories, Medical, Pharmaceutical

KE
EP

KL
EE

N®

#RD8BNPF12 | S-XL
• 8 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Not for medical use
• 12" length

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Janitorial, Painting and Finishing, Parts Handling

KE
EP

KL
EE

N®

#RD8NPF | S-2XL
• 8 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Silicone-free
• Not for medical use

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Painting and Finishing, Parts Handling

LATEX, NITRILE

superiorglove.com
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Introducing Metal Head – the best thing to happen to the food processing 

industry since sliced bread. Infused with metal, you’ll never have to worry about 

foreign object contamination from lost pieces of gloves ever again as this glove 

is metal detectable. It’s also the only metal-detectable glove made from nitrile, 

a material that has been shown to be ten times more durable than vinyl. 

Better performance, better protection, and peace of mind. superiorglove.com/MetalHead

http://superiorglove.com/MetalHead
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#RDCNPF | XS-2XL
• 4 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Silicone-free
• Not for medical use

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Food Processing, Janitorial,
Painting and Finishing, Parts Handling

KE
EP

KL
EE

N®

#RDNMD | XS-XL
• The only metal-detectable gloves that are made of nitrile,
 engineered for food industry workers
• 4 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Metal detectable to reduce costs associated with accidental
 contaminations and food waste
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Not for medical use

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Food Processing

KE
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KL
EE

N®

#RDNPF | XS-2XL
• 4 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Silicone-free
• Class 2 medical grade
• Also available in pink (#RDNPKPF) and purple (#RDNPPF)
• Available in Canada only

Applications & Industries: 
Dental, Laboratories, Medical

KE
EP

KL
EE

N®

#RDNUTBL | S-2XL
• 3.5 mil, powder-free nitrile
• Nitrile provides better puncture and tear resistance
• Silicone-free
• Not for medical use

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive Maintenance, Electronic Applications, Janitorial,
Law Enforcement

NITRILE

superiorglove.com
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#RDVPF | XS-XL
• 5 mil, powder-free vinyl
• Vinyl provides excellent touch-sensitivity and comfort
• Silicone-free
• Not for medical use
• Also available in blue (#RDVBPF)

Applications & Industries: 
Food Handling, Janitorial, Laboratory, Pharmaceutical, 
Scientifi c Research, Security, Veterinarian
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Every square inch of the human body has an average of 32 million bacteria on it, so we take our 
cleanroom process seriously. The following pages discuss what is a cleanroom glove, the definition of 
cleanroom processing, why it's important, and how to choose the right pair.

WHAT ARE CLEANROOM GLOVES?
If you work in an industry such as pharmaceutical, electronic assembly, or an automotive paint line then it’s 
likely that not any old glove will do – you need a glove that won’t contain contaminants from the handling, 
packaging, and finishing processes. 

CLEANROOM GLOVES:

WHY DO PEOPLE NEED CLEANROOM GLOVES?

Transfer of biohazards 
to medicine, medical 

devices, and food

Affecting finishes after 
painting, powder coating, 

and other processes

Build-up of static 
electricity
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CHOOSING YOUR CLEANROOM GLOVE:
When choosing the best cleanroom glove for your needs, you’ll need to consider a number of factors including 
other hazards, dexterity, and cleanliness.

The first consideration is whether 
there will be other hazards 

present such as chemical, heat, 
or cut. Many purchasers focus 
solely on how well the gloves 

will protect the cleanroom 
environment and forget the most 

important consideration – the 
person wearing the gloves.  

O T H E R  H A Z A R D S D E X T E R I T Y C L E A N L I N E S S

The second consideration is the 
fit and feel of the gloves and 

how much dexterity is required. 
You want to choose gloves your 
employees can comfortably wear 

all day and are not tempted to 
remove when performing tasks 

requiring dexterity. 

The final consideration is the 
level of cleanliness required. 

Cleanroom classes go from Class 
10,000 down to Class 1. These 

classes are created based on the 
maximum particles measuring 

0.5 microns per cubic feet in the 
space. An average room has 
about 1,000,000 particles per 

one foot cubed; Superior Glove’s 
cleanroom has 100. 
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SU
PE

RI
OR

®

#MLNF | 7-10
• The slip-on styling of these gloves makes for easy on/off
• Lint-free medium-weight continuous-fi lament nylon
• Surfaces are protected from fi ngerprints, oils, and scratches
• Fully launderable

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly Lines, Cleanrooms, Electronics, Food Handling,
Paint Lines

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#STN120HF |  ONE SIZE (L)
• These gloves can be worn as a glove liner under a vinyl, latex
 or nitrile disposable glove
• Lint-free continuous-fi lament nylon
• Ultra-thin half-fi nger Nylon inspector gloves
• A special process seals the fi nger openings so there are no
 loose fi bers 

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Cleanroom, Electronics, Glove Liner, Inspection,
Paint Line

SU
RE

 K
NI

T™

#STNCF | S-XL
• With a seamless-knit anti-static nylon, these gloves offer
 excellent comfort and dexterity with the bonus of being
 touchscreen compatible
• Anti-static fi lament-nylon and ESD carbon gloves
• Touchscreen compatible
• Knitwrist cuff

Applications & Industries: 
Circuit Boards, Cleanroom and Cleanroom Assembly,
Electronic Applications, Paint Lines

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

#S13PU | 5-12
• The snug fi t of these gloves allows for all-day comfort and
 dexterity
• 13-gauge non-linting fi lament fi ber
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip
 and excellent tactile feel
• Snug-fi tting for all-day comfort and dexterity

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Cleanroom Assembly, Electronics,
Small Parts Handling

2
PUNCTURE 

STRING-KNITS, COATED STRING KNITS

superiorglove.com
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SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

#S13PUCF | 6-10
• This glove features an ESD (electrostatic dissipating) carbon  
 fi lament to impart anti-static properties
• 13-gauge carbon fi lament/nylon seamless-knit shell
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip
 and excellent tactile feel
• Touchscreen compatible

Applications & Industries: 
Electronics, Paint Line, Pharmaceutical

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION ESD

SU
PE

RI
OR

 T
OU

CH
®

#S13SXPU | 6-12
• Ideal for dry grip and ease of handling small parts, these
 gloves are also useful in lighter oil conditions
• 13-gauge knit made with Dyneema®

• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip
 and excellent tactile feel
• Washable and bleachable (under 145°C)

Applications & Industries: 
Circuit Boards, Food Applications, Glass Handling,
Metal Fabrication, Sharp Steel, Sheet Metal

3
PUNCTURE 

A2
CUT 

TE
NA

CT
IV

™

#S13TAPUCF | 5-12
• Cleanroom gloves that have it all: cut, puncture, and abrasion
 protection as well as touchscreen compatibility
• 13-gauge HPPE blended with carbon fi lament
• Low-shedding polyurethane palm coating provides great grip
 and excellent tactile feel
• ESD (electrostatic dissipating) carbon fi lament to impart
 anti-static properties
• DMF-free and touchscreen compatible

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Circuit Boards, Cleanroom, Electronics,
Material Handling, Parts Assembly, Pharmaceutical

3
PUNCTURE 

A2
CUT 

4
ABRASION

GR
OU

ND
 H

OG
™

#14012GH | XS-L
• These gloves’ unique features include the ability to help
 eliminate paint spray-back by grounding you to the spray gun
• A continuous, highly conductive silver strip runs from the 
 inside surface of the palm to the outside palm surface
• Laminated polyurethane fabric resists solvents and is 
 cleanroom compatible
• Lint-free, cleanroom-compatible materials, and a double
 folded hemmed cuff edge ensure the lowest particulate counts

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Cleanroom Assembly, Electronics, Paint Line
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WINTER 
GLOVES
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Choosing the best insulation for winter gloves is a balancing act. You don’t want a glove with so much  
insulation that you can’t move your hands, but you also don’t want a glove that’s so thin that your   
hands are cold.

MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS: WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A WINTER GLOVE

At very low temperatures, your feet and hands feel cold before other parts of your body. This is because the body
responds to cold temperatures by reducing blood flow so that the body’s core temperature remains within the
optimum range of 36.5°C to 37.5°C.

SCIENCE OF WARMTH 101:

DEXTERITY BREATHABILITYWINTER LINED WIND 
RESISTANT

WATERPROOF

FOAM FLEECE:
Fleece is a warm, fuzzy material that is 
very good at holding in heat and dries 
quickly. Fleece is loved by many as a 
comfortable alternative to pure wool. 
Fleece is made from a combination of 
wool and synthetic fiber and contains 

tiny air pockets that trap in heat.

COTTON FLANNEL:
Cotton flannel is the most basic option 

for winter insulated gloves. This 
moderately good insulator is made of 

loosely intertwined fibers, between which 
air is trapped. 

Cotton is the least desirable option
because of its absorbency. Cotton 

absorbs 27 times its own weight, which 
will rapidly wick away body heat and can 

lead to serious complications in 
cold conditions.
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HOW DOES INSULATION WORK?
Air is a good insulator, so the insulation in winter gloves is designed to trap it. This way thermal energy can’t easily
escape, keeping you warm even when it’s freezing. When looking for the best thermal insulation, you need an option that
traps air but won’t trap moisture. 

Winter gloves can have up to four layers. Along with the two mentioned above, a second layer of insulation may be 
added for colder temperatures and a waterproof membrane for wet and slushy conditions.

BOA ACRYLIC:
Boa acrylic is one of the warmest 

insulation options, but it’s bulky. If you
don’t require good dexterity or you don’t 
work in sub-zero climates, boa acrylic is 

a reliable, cost-efficient option.

THINSULATE™:
The synthetic fiber Thinsulate™ is 

synonymous with thin work gloves for
cold weather. It strikes a balance 

between providing good insulation
and not adding excess bulk. 

There are several varieties of Thinsulate™ 
and the right level for you will depend 

on your task, environmental climate and 
genetic makeup.

2  L A Y E R S :  S N T A P V C

 Napped Fleece

 Nylon

3  L A Y E R S :  3 7 8 G H V T L

 Thinsulate™

 Leather

 Nylon

4  L A Y E R S :  M X V S B W F L

 Fleece Insulation   

 Waterproof Membrane

 Leather

 Nylon
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HOW MUCH THINSULATE™ DO YOU NEED IN WINTER GLOVES?

• The best insulation for mild days: 80 to 100 grams of Thinsulate™ is perfect for the average winter day above 
 20°F (-6°C).

• The best insulation for cold days: 100 to 200 grams will be best on cold days below 20°F.

• The best insulation for extreme cold: In Arctic conditions, wear a glove with between 200 and 400 grams.

T H I N S U L A T E ™

WARMTH

BULK

0 5 10

B O A  A C R Y L I C

WARMTH

BULK

0 5 10

C O T T O N  F L A N N E L

WARMTH

BULK

0 5 10

F O A M  F L E E C E

WARMTH

BULK

0 5 10

0°C to -27°C:
Low risk of frostbite 

-28°C to -39°C:
Skin can freeze in 30 minutes

-40°C to -47°C:
Skin can freeze in 5-10 minutes

-48°C to -54°C:
Skin can freeze in 2-5 minutes!

-54°C:
WARNING! STAY INDOORS!

FROSTBITE TIMES AND WINDCHART:

T E M P E R A T U R E  ( ° C )

0

-31 0  K M / H

2 0  K M / H
3 0  K M / H

4 0  K M / H

5 0  K M / H

6 0  K M / H

-9 -15 -21 -27 -33 -39 -45 -51 -57

-5 -12 -18 -24 -30 -37 -43 -49 -56 -62

-6 -13 -20 -26 -33 -39 -46 -52 -59 -65

-7 -14 -21 -27 -34 -41 -48 -54 -61 -68

-8 -15 -22 -29 -35 -42 -49 -56 -63 -69

-9 -16 -23 -30

Figure 1: Enviroment Canada Wind Chill Chart

-36 -43 -50 -57 -64 -71

-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -45

TEMPERATURE WITH WINDCHILL (°C)
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“On-the-job” testing is expensive and time consuming. To help with this, Superior Glove has developed 
our own In-House Glove Testing Lab. Using state-of-the-art digital testing equipment, we can provide you 
with objective hard numbers on the abrasion resistance, cut resistance, thermal insulation, and puncture 
resistance data for any glove. We also use this valuable information to design advanced gloves that balance 
the most effective combination of cut and abrasion resistance for any job.

PRODUCT TESTING:

HOW DOES INSULATION WORK?
• We use a glove testing temperature chamber where
 a metal hand form is wired with sensors and heated
 internally to 98.6°F (35°C) to mimic the human hand.

• This replicates performance of winter gloves under
 humidity, wind chill, and extreme temperature.

• Tiny pores on the metal hand can simulate “sweating”
 to control flow of moisture.

• Extensive testing and rating systems enable us to
 minimize glove thickness and maximize warmth and
 dexterity to protect hands against the harshest
 of conditions.

THE GENERAL RULES OF INSULATION: 
Before you can choose the best insulated gloves, consider these factors:

In general, men generate more heat than women, as do people in their 20s to 40s versus people over 50.

Your activity level and BMR determine how easily you break a sweat.

If you’re prone to overheating, buying a glove with too much insulation can be as uncomfortable as buying a glove 
with insufficient insulation.That’s because you’re more likely to take your gloves off to let your hands breathe once 
you start sweating, which puts you at risk for winter-related injuries like hypothermia.

GENDER ACTIVITY LEVELAGE BASAL METABOLIC RATE 
(BMR)
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EXTREME COLD, DRIVERS

EN
DU

RA
®

#304BOA | ONE SIZE (L)
• These gloves offer exceptional cold temperature protection
 in a mitt style
• Durable cowgrain leather is ideal for outdoor work
• Acrylic-pile full lining provides a cushiony layer of insulation
• Elastic wrists keep warmth in and cold out
• Features metal clips to keep mitts together when not in use

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Cold Storage, Construction,
General Purpose Outdoor, Ranching, Warehouse

3
PUNCTURE 

-30°C
(-20°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#304KGTL | L-2XL
• These gloves offer exceptional cold temperature protection
 in a mitt style, coupled with cut protection
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Lined with Kevlar® and G200 Thinsulate™ for excellent
 warmth and cut resistance without adding bulk
• Elasticized at front of wrist for snug fi t, keeps warmth
 in and cold out
• Soft dark brown faux-fur BOA cuffs for added warmth

Applications & Industries: 
Arctic Expeditions, Construction, Delivery, Lumber Yards,
Railyards, Search and Rescue, Trapping /Hunting

A4
CUT 

-30°C
(-20°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#361DLXWL | M-XL
• For protection in extreme cold weather, look to this mitt glove,
 which comes with a temperature rating of -45°C / -50°F
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. grain horsehide leather
• Removable washable wool liner
• Treated with Waterstop™ to repel oil and water
• 6" gauntlet cuffs feature retrorefl ective silver strips
 with hi-viz overlay for greater visibility
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam strength

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Utilities

3
PUNCTURE 

-45°C
(-50°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#378GOBDTK | XS-3XL
• These gloves feature a turtleneck acrylic knitwrist to lock
 out the cold
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Thinsulate™ lining for excellent warmth without the bulk
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Industrial Contractors, Maintenance, 
Metal Stamping, Parts Handling, Petroleum Industry,
Steel & Metal, Utilities

3222X330

4
PUNCTURE 

-30°C
(-20°F)

superiorglove.com
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EN
DU

RA
®

#378GOTTL | XS-2XL
• An excellent cold temperature rating along with hi-viz
 orange fi ngertips makes this glove unique
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• 100-gram Thinsulate™ lining for excellent warmth without
 the bulk

Applications & Industries: 
Assembly Work, Construction, General Maintenance,
General Material Handling, Lumber Yards, Metal Fabrication, 
Mining, Utilities, Welding 

-30°C
(-20°F)

SN
OW

FO
RC

E™

#SNOW388V | M-XL
• The SNOW388V features Porelle Ski-Dri2™ waterproof and
 breathable inserts to lock out water and wind
• Kevlar® and stainless-steel covered foam-padded knuckle
 strap protects against knocks and bumps
• Palm patches for good wet grip
• Three layers of insulation provide maximum warmth with
 minimum bulk

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Cold Storage, Construction, Maintenance,
Material Handling, Transportation 

3
PUNCTURE 

-30°C
(-20°F)

SN
OW

FO
RC

E™

#SNOWD200L | ONE SIZE (L)
• An exceptional cold temperature rating with a removable
 BOA-pile wiper/cheek warmer ensures you’re covered all
 winter long
• Deluxe calfskin mitts designed for cold arctic winters
• Easily removable Temperloc lining which velcros out of
 place for easy drying
• 6½" double-layer nylon gauntlet cuffs are
 extra wide to fi t over a snowmobile suit or parka cuffs

Applications & Industries: 
Cold Storage, Construction, Law Enforcement, Military, 
Ranching, Search and Rescue, Snowmobiling/Recreational, 
Trapping, Wildlife Management 

-45°C
(-50°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Forestry, Oil & Gas, Utilities

#361DLXFTL | M-XL
• These gloves offer great puncture protection in a mitt style
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. grain horsehide leather
• Fully Thinsulate™ lined
• Treated with Waterstop™ to repel water and oil
• 6" gauntlet cuffs feature retrorefl ective silver strips
 with hi-viz overlay for greater visibility
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam integrity

3
PUNCTURE 

-20°C
(-5°F)
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DRIVERS, LINEMAN

EN
DU

RA
®

#378GHVTL | S-2XL
• These hi-viz gloves offer excellent puncture protection,
 rated at an ANSI Level 4
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Lined with Thinsulate™ for winter protection rated to
 -15°C / 5°F
• Elasticized backs provide a snug fi t
• Also available in a non-winter version (#378GAHVB)

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, General Maintenance,
General Material Handling, Welding 

4
PUNCTURE 

-15°C
(5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#378GKGDT | S-2XL
• For an excellent cold temperature rated glove with cut
 and puncture protection, this is the one
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™

 lined for excellent protection in cold weather
• Keystone thumb for better durability and comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Maintenance, Mining, Petroleum Industry,
Steel Mills, Utilities 

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

-20°C
(-5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#378GKGTL | XS-3XL
• Great gloves with all-around protection, useful for many
 applications including construction and oil & gas
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™

 lined for excellent protection in cold weather
• Keystone thumb for better durability and comfort

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Material Handling, Oil & Gas, Steel Plants 

4
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

-10°C
(15°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#378GKTTL | XS-2XL
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Brushed jersey-fl eece interior with 100-gram
 Thinsulate™ lining
• Elasticized back for snug fi t

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, General Maintenance,
General Material Handling, Janitorial

4
PUNCTURE 

-15°C
(5°F)

superiorglove.com
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EN
DU

RA
®

#378GOBTKL | S-3XL
• These gloves are arc fl ash rated and also provide great
 protection against the cold weather
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™

 lined for excellent protection in cold weather
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency
• Arc fl ash testing placed these gloves at Level 4, with an
 Arc Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 52 cal/cm²

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Construction, Manufacturing, Material Handling, 
Metal Stamping, Mining, Petroleum Industry, Steel & Metal, 
Utilities

4
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

4
 ARC FLASH 

RATING

-15°C
(5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Maintenance, Metal Stamping, Parts Handling, 
Petroleum Industry, Steel & Metal

3
PUNCTURE 

#378GOBTL | S-2XL
• Similar style to the #378GOBTKL, without the arc fl ash rating
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Has 100-gram Thinsulate™ lining for excellent warmth
 without the bulk
• Treated with Oilbloc™ for oil and water repellency

-15°C
(5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Metal Handling, MIG Welding, Oil & Gas,
Steel Plants, TIG Welding

#399GKGTL5 | S-3XL
• This glove comes with an extended gauntlet cuff for
 added protection
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™

 lined for excellent protection in cold weather

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

-10°C
(15°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

#378AFL | S-XL
• This is a great general purpose winter glove
• Cowhide offers great protection against abrasion while
 repelling water and conforming to hands over time
• Fully fl eece-lined for excellent winter protection
• Backs are elasticized while leather conforms to the hand
 for the best comfort
• Also available in a non-winter version (#378A)

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Farming, Forklift or Truck Drivers, Maintenance, 
Material Handling 

-5°C
(25°F)
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LINEMAN, IMPACT RESISTANT

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Municipal Workers, Utilities

#361DLXTKG | S-2XL
• These gloves offer great cut and puncture protection
 in a mitt style
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. cowgrain leather
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™
 lined for excellent protection in cold weather
• Reinforced performance double-leather palm patch in
 high-wear area
• Gauntlet cuffs feature retrorefl ective silver strips with hi-viz
 overlay for greater visibility

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

-15°C
(5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Municipal Workers, Utilities

#365DLX2TKG | S-XL
• These gloves offer great cut and puncture protection in
 a driver style
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. cowgrain leather
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™
 lined for excellent protection in cold weather
• Excellent water, oil and stain repellency 
• Gauntlet cuffs feature retrorefl ective silver strips with hi-viz
 overlay for greater visibility

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

-10°C
(15°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Material Handling, Oil & Gas, Utilities

#365DLXDTL | M-XL
• The 6" gauntlet cuffs of these gloves feature retrorefl ective
 silver strips with hi-viz overlay for greater visibility
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. grain horsehide leather
• The 200-gram Thinsulate™ lining provides exceptional
 warmth while maintaining mobility
• Double layer of leather on palm reinforces critical-wear area 
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam integrity

-20°C
(-5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Material Handling, Oil & Gas, Utilities

#365DLXFTL | M-2XL
• The 6" gauntlet cuffs on these gloves feature retrorefl ective 
 silver strips with hi-viz overlay for greater visibility; additionally,  
 these gloves offer puncture protection
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. grain horsehide leather
• Thinsulate™ lined for winter protection to -10°C / 15°F
• Excellent water, oil and stain repellency 
• Sewn with Kevlar® thread for extra seam integrity
• Also available with 2" cuff (#365DLX2TL)

3
PUNCTURE 

-10°C
(15°F)

superiorglove.com
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EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Utilities

#365DLXTKG | S-XL
• These gloves’ 6" gauntlet cuffs feature retrorefl ective silver strips
 with hi-viz overlay for greater visibility; additionally, these  
 gloves offer cut and puncture protection
• Select heavyweight 3½ oz. cowgrain leather
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™

 lined for excellent protection in cold weather
• Gauntlet cuffs also feature high quality split-leather for stellar
 abrasion resistance 

5
PUNCTURE 

A4
CUT 

-15°C
(5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Appliance Manufacturing, Construction, Forklift or Truck Drivers, 
Industrial, Manufacturing, Material Handling, Mining, Steel Plants

#375KGTVB | S-2XL
• Featuring back-of-hand impact protection with Kevlar® and
 composite fi lament-fi ber lining, these gloves are sure to please
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Kevlar® lined for cut protection and 3M™ C100 and G200
 Thinsulate™ for warmth up to -10°C / 15°F
• Leather is treated with Oilbloc™ for exceptional oil and
 water repellency 

4
PUNCTURE 

A5
CUT 

2
-10°C
(15°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

#378KGTVB | XS-3XL
• Offering an ANSI Level 2 impact rating coupled with an
 excellent cold temperature rating, these gloves have you
 covered all winter long
• High tensile strength goatskin provides outstanding
 abrasion resistance
• Fully Kevlar® lined for 360° cut protection and Thinsulate™
 lined for excellent protection in cold weather 

4
PUNCTURE 

A5
CUT 

2
3544

-20°C
(-5°F)

CH
EM

ST
OP

™

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Mining, Oil & Gas

#S15KGVNFVB | 7-10
• These hi-viz gloves features PVC, which resists a wide variety
 of chemicals and solvents, plus it has back-of-hand
 protection for bumps and knocks
• Blend of aramid fi bers provide excellent cut protection
• Fleece lining provides winter protection up to 5°C / 25°F
• Full nitrile coating with texturized surface provides excellent
 grip by displacing oil on slippery surfaces
• Also available in a non-winter version (#S15KGVNVB) and
 a version without back-of-hand protection (#S15KGV30N) 

2
PUNCTURE 

A6
CUT 

23
ABRASION

-5°C
(25°F)
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IMPACT RESISTANT, FITTER, PALM COATED

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, Forklift Drivers, General Maintenance, 
Material Handling, Ranching, Refrigerated Warehouses

#66BFTL | ONE SIZE (L)
• These gloves are fully Thinsulate™ lined for extra warmth
• Split cowhide leather for durable protection
• Features a 2.5" (7 cm) rubberized cuff 

3
PUNCTURE 

-20°C
(-5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, Forklift Drivers, General Maintenance, 
Material Handling, Ranching, Refrigerated Warehouses

#66BFTLWT | L-2XL
• These gloves have a polyurethane layer to provide complete
 waterproof protection for comfort while in cold and
 damp conditions
• Select cowhide exterior protects against scrapes
 and abrasions
• Thinsulate™ lining adds up to 1.5 times the insulation
 value of down without absorbing water 

3
PUNCTURE 

-20°C
(-5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Construction, Forklift Drivers, General Maintenance, 
Material Handling, Ranching, Refrigerated Warehouses

#66BRBOA | L-XL
• With a 2.5" (7 cm) rubberized safety cuff, putting on
 and taking off these gloves is very easy and also provides
 wrist protection
• Durable, select A-grade split cowhide leather protects
 against scrapes and abrasions
• Fully lined for warmth and comfort 

3
PUNCTURE 

-20°C
(-5°F)

EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Farm Equipment, Industrial, Ranching,
Truck Drivers

#76BFTL | ONE SIZE (L)
• These gloves are fully Thinsulate™ lined for extra warmth
• Heavyweight cowhide exterior protects against scrapes
 and abrasions
• Protective safety cuff for easy on and off 

3
PUNCTURE 

-15°C
(5°F)

superiorglove.com
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EN
DU

RA
®

Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Farm Equipment, Freezer, Industrial, Ranching, 
Truck Drivers

#76BOA | ONE SIZE (L)
• The BOA lining in these gloves provides optimal warmth 
 when working in colder environments
• Heavyweight cowhide exterior protects against scrapes
 and abrasions
• Protective safety cuff for easy on and off 

-20°C
(-5°F)

NO
RT

H 
SE

A™

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Commercial Fishing, Maintenance, Petrochemical

#N230FL | S-2XL
• Specially formulated nitrile stays ultrasoft, ensuring these  
 gloves stay fl exible even in cold conditions
• Full winter fl eece lining
• Sand-patch fi nish channels liquids away from surface
 for good wet/dry grip
• 11" gauntlet cuffs protect wrists, allow for
 ease of donning
• Also available with knitwrist turtleneck cuff (#N230FLK) 

3
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

-15°C
(5°F)

EM
ER

AL
D 

CX
®

Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Cold Storage Facilities, Construction, Utilities

#SCXTAPVC | S-2XL
• These winter gloves are touchscreen compatible and
 feature excellent cut protection
• Blended Kevlar®/Steel knit
• PVC-coated palms for good wet and oily grip
• Acrylic fl eece lining is soft and warm

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

A5
CUT 4242 12X

-5°C
(25°F)
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Applications & Industries: 
Agriculture, Cold Storage Facilities, Commercial Fisheries,
Construction, Utilities

#SNTAPVC | S-2XL
• With the micropore PVC coating on these gloves you’ll get
 great fl exibility in sub-zero temperatures
• PVC-coated palms for good wet and oily grip
• Fleece lining is soft and warm
• Quick-drying and lightweight for all-day comfort
• Also available in full PVC coating (#SNTAPVCFB)

2
PUNCTURE 

3
ABRASION

A2
CUT 

-5°C
(25°F)
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PALM COATED

DE
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Applications & Industries: 
Construction, Electrical, Mining, Oil & Gas, Utilities

#SKG/PXNE | XS-2XL
• World’s fi rst winter arc fl ash rated glove, Level 3 arc fl ash rating
 with an Arc Thermal Performance Value (ATPV) of 25 cal/cm2

• Blend of Kevlar®/Protex® yarns for impressive heat and
 cut resistance
• Flame-resistant neoprene palm coating increases grip
• Good for high heat applications with rated heat protection
 up to 260°C / 500°F

A5
CUT 

-5°C
(25°F) 4

HEAT 

3
 ARC FLASH 

RATING
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Applications & Industries: 
Cold Storage Facilities, Construction, Masonry,
Outdoor Maintenance, Utilities, Waste Management

#TKTAGLX | S-XL
• If you’re looking for a dexterous winter glove with all-around
 great protection, this is the one
• Blend of terry and high-performance polyethylene (HPPE)
• Crinkle-grip latex palms for added grip in wet and
 oily conditions
• Napped lining provides excellent insulation without
 adding bulk
• Treated for water resistance

4
PUNCTURE 

A3
CUT 

-5°C
(25°F)
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No more slipping with Superior Glove’s STAYz-UP™ sleeve technology!

PROTECTIVE SLEEVES:

STAYz-UP™

Known for our innovation in gloves, Superior Glove has revolutionized protective 
sleeves with our exclusive STAYz-UP™ sleeve technology.  

Sleeves with arm openings featuring STAYz-UP™ sleeve technology comfortably grip 
onto underlying fabric or skin to ensure sleeves stay in place and keep you protected 
– no matter what, we won’t let you down!

TAPERED VS. NON-TAPERED SLEEVES 
For a more natural fit, sleeves come in an optional tapered version, which provides extra comfort and staying power. 
Tapered sleeves are designed to fit the contours of your arm and come in different sizes. Some may prefer the fit of 
our classic non-tapered version, which are straight up and down. 

T A P E R E D
N O N - T A P E R E D

( T U B U L A R  O R  S T O C K I N E T T E )

superiorglove.com
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#SLC18E
• Cotton-Flannel, elasticized arm bands at both ends
• Approved for 7 seconds of incidental heat contact at 140°C (285°F)
• Unbleached and fully washable
• Available length: 18"   
   

Available Sizes
ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
General Purpose, Light Duty Protection, Parts Handling

2
HEAT 

SU
PE
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®

#KTA
• Single-layer tapered knit, lint-free UHMWPE fi lament fi ber
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage
• Sleeves stay cool for all-day comfort   
   

Available Sizes
KTAG | GREY
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KTAG1T18 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KTAG1T22 22" Made to Order S-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KTAG1T18T 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KTAG1T22T 22" Stocked Item XS-XL

 
KTAA | BLUE
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KTAA1T18 18" Made to Order M-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KTAA1T18T 18" Stocked Item S,M,XL
#KTAA1T18T 18" Made to Order L
#KTAA1T22T 22" Made to Order S-XL

KTAW | WHITE
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KTAW1T18 18" Made to Order L
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KTAW1T18T 18" Made to Order S-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Electronics Assembly, Material Handling, Metal Fabrication 

A2
CUT 

124X 
GREY ONLY

TE
NA
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™
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#KOP1T
• Single-layer fi lament-yarn sleeves are tough and durable
• Tapered knit at both ends
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage
• Orange color aides in visibility   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KOP1T18 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KOP1T22 22" Made to Order XS-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KOP1T18TH 18" Made to Order S-XL
#KOP1T22TH 22" Stocked Item XS-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling

A2
CUT 

CU
TB

AN
™

#KP1T
• Single-layer fi lament yarn tapered knit sleeves
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage
• Approved for 2.75 seconds of incidental heat contact at 260°C (500°F)
• Silicone-free version (KP1T22SF)   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KP1T10 10" Made to Order XS, XL
#KP1T10 10" Stocked Item S-L
#KP1T12 12" Made to Order XS-XL
#KP1T14 14" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KP1T18 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KP1T22 22" Stocked Item XS-2XL

WITH THUMBHOLE
#KP1T10TH 10" Stocked Item S-XL
#KP1T12TH 12" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KP1T18TH 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KP1T22TH 22" Stocked Item XS-2XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling

A2
CUT 

500 °F
for 2.75 secs

CU
TB

AN
™
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#KPW
• Double-layer high-tenacity fi lament-yarn sleeves are both 
 durable and comfortable   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KPW9 9" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KPW12 12" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPW14 14" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPW18 18" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPW22 22" Stocked Item L
#KPW22 22" Made to Order XL

WITH THUMBHOLE
#KPW12TH 12" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPW14TH 14" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPW18TH 18" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPW22TH 22" Stocked Item L-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling

A2
CUT 

CU
TB

AN
™

#KPXT
• Double-layer tapered knit sleeve made with fl ame-resistant Protex® yarn
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage  
   
 

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KPXT14 14" Stocked Item LX-XL
#KPXT18 18" Stocked Item S-XL
#KPXT22 22" Made to Order S-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KPXT18TH 18" Made to Order S-XL
#KPXT22TH 22" Stocked Item 2XS-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling

A2
CUT 

CO
NT

EN
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R™
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#KPXW
• Double-layer tubular knit sleeve made with fl ame-resistant Protex® yarn
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KPXW10 10" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW12 12" Stocked Item L-XL
#KPXW14 14" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW18 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW22 22" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

WITH THUMBHOLE
#KPXW10TH 10" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW12TH 12" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW14TH 14" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW18TH 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXW22TH 22" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, Welding

A2
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#KPXWE
• Double-layer tubular knit sleeve made with fl ame-resistant Protex® yarn
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage 
 

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KPXWE10 10" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXWE18 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXWE22 22" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KPXWE18T 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KPXWE22T 22" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, Welding

A2
CUT 
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R™
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#SLKW
• 100% woven Kevlar®

• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#SLKW7 7" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#SLKW8 8" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
WITH THUMBHOLE
#SLKW7TH 7" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Glass Plants, Metal Stampings, Sharp Edged Objects
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#KPG1T22TH
• Single-layer high-tenacity/composite fi lament-fi ber sleeves are tough and durable
• Tapered knit at both ends
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage,
 thumbhole keeps sleeve in place
• Available length 22”  

Available Sizes
XS-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling

A3
CUT 132X
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#KKWC
• Double-layer Kevlar® tubular knit stockinette
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Approved for 2.5 seconds of incidental heat contact at 315°C (600°F)   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KKWC6 6" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC9 9" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC10 10" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC12 12" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC14 14" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC16 16" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC18 18" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC22 22" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

WITH THUMBHOLE
#KKWC10TH 10" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC12TH 12" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC14TH 14" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC16TH 16" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC18TH 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KKWC22TH 22" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Welding

A3
CUT 

600 °F
for 2.50 secs
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#KAWC
• Double-layer para-aramid cut-resistant and heat-resistant tubular knit sleeves
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Approved for 2.5 seconds of incidental heat contact at 315°C (600°F)   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KAWC9 9" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC10 10" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC12 12" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC14 14" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC18 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC22 22" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)

WITH THUMBHOLE
#KAWC10TH 10" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC12TH 12" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC14TH 14" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC18TH 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KAWC22TH 22" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, Welding

A3
CUT 

600 °F
for 2.50 secs
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#KN1T
• Single-layer high-tenacity/composite fi lament-fi ber
• Tapered knit for improved comfort
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage
• Available with adjustable Velcro® tab at bicep 18" (#KN1T18V)   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KN1T18 18" Stocked Item S-XL
#KN1T22 22" Made to Order XS-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KN1T18TH 18" Made to Order S-XL
#KN1T22TH 22" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling
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#K1T2E22TH
• Aramid-encased, composite fi lament-fi ber yarn
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Tapered fi t and wide elastic band at bicep increases comfort while 
 preventing slippage
• Available length: 22"   
   

Available Sizes
M-2XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Handling, Welding
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#KBKB1T
• Suitable for work around sparks in spot weld applications and more 
 thanks to black Kevlar® and modacrylic blend
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage  
   
 

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KBKB1T9 9" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KBKB1T14 14" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KBKB1T18 18" Stocked Item XS-2XL
#KBKB1T22 22" Stocked Item XS-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KBKB1T14T 14" Made to Order XS-M, XL
#KBKB1T14T 14" Stocked Item L
#KBKB1T18T 18" Made to Order 2XS 
#KBKB1T18T 18" Stocked Item XS-2XL 
#KBKB1T22T 22" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KBKB1T30T 30" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Oil & Gas, Welding 
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#KG/C18
• Cotton inside layer allows for soft comfortable wear
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Outer Kevlar® layer is plaited with inner layer for more protection   
   

Available Sizes
#KG/C18 18" Stocked Item L
#KG/C18 18" Made to Order ONE SIZE (XL)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Welding
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#KGC1T18TSF
• Yarn is knit from a blend of para-aramid and composite fi lament-fi ber 
 for reliable cut resistance
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage,
 thumbhole keeps sleeve in place
• Silicone-free   
   

Available Sizes
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KGC1T18TSF 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KGC1T18TSF 18" Made to Order 2XL
#KGC1T22TSF 22" Stocked Item XS-2XL

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Metal Stamping, Welding

CO
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#KGC1T
• Outer composite-knit layer, consisting of cut-resistant, aramid-encased, 
 composite fi lament-fi ber yarn
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage
• Approved for 3.25 seconds of incidental heat contact at 315°C (600°F)   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KGC1T18 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KGC1T22 22" Stocked Item XS-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KGC1T18T 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KGC1T22T 22" Stocked Item XS-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Stamping, Welding

2
PUNCTURE 
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# KFGCM
• Double-layer aramid-encased, composite fi lament-fi ber
• Inner layer is moisture-wicking Coolmax® for the ultimate comfort in 
 hot working conditions
• Flame resistant properties, sleeve will not burn, drip or melt
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage  
   
 

Available Sizes
TUBAR VERSIONS
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KFGCM12 12" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KFGCM18 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KFGCM22 22" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KFGCM10TH 10" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KFGCM12TH 12" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
#KFGCM14TH 14" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)
#KFGCM18TH 18" Stocked Item L-XL
#KFGCM22TH 22" Made to Order ONE SIZE (L)

TAPERED VERSIONS
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KFGCMT18 18" Stocked Item S-XL
#KFGCMT22 22" Made to Order S-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KFGCMT18TH 18" Stocked Item S-XL
#KFGCMT22TH 22" Stocked Item S-XL
WITH METAL CLIP
#KFGCMT18TMC 18" Stocked Item S-XL
   Made to Order 2XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Metal Handling, Welding
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#KTAFGT
• Made with TenActiv™ yarn that is stronger than steel on an equal weight basis
• Sleeves stay cool for all-day comfort
• Elasticized STAYz-UP™ armbands hold sleeves in place for full arm coverage
• Silicone-free elastic reduces risk of contamination  
 

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KTAFGT12SF 12" Made to Order XS, S, L, XL
#KTAFGT12SF 12" Stocked Item M
#KTAFGT18SF 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KTAFGT12SFT 12" Stocked Item XS-XL
#KTAFGT18SFT 18" Stocked Item XS-XL
# KTAFGT22SFT 22" Made to Order XS-XL

Applications & Industries: 
Aerospace, Automotive, Paintline
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#KTAG18
• Made with TenActiv™ yarn for a cool, comfortable, and breathable feel
• Tubular construction for a snug fi t   
   

Available Sizes
WITHOUT THUMBHOLE
#KTAG18 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)
WITH THUMBHOLE
#KTAG18TH 18" Stocked Item ONE SIZE (L)

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Metal Fabrication, Material Handling, Recycling
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#KPSTA18TH
• Made with TenActiv™ yarn for a cool, comfortable, and breathable feel
• STAYz-UP™ armbands and thumbholes keep sleeves in place and 
 eliminate sliding
• SMART-TENSION machine gives armbands twice the stretch and recovery
 compared to previous generations   
   

Available Sizes
#KPSTA18TH 18" Stocked Item S-M
#KPSTA18TH 18" Made to Order 2XL

Applications & Industries: 
Automotive, Glass Handling, Metal Fabrication, Scrap Metal Handling
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Select a glove or sleeve from this catalog and add 
a “P” in front of the part number.

Choose a Poly Bag or Shrink Wrap

US Poly Bag and Shrink Wrap Orders*

• Allow 5-10 days for order turnaround  on initial  
 poly bag orders
• Allow 10-15 business days for order    
 turnaround on all shrink wrapped orders
• Once a purchase pattern is developed based   
 on estimated quantities, Superior Glove will   
 package, stock and hold inventories

Canadian Poly Bag and Shrink Wrap Orders*
• Allow 5-7 business days for order turnaround   
 on poly bag orders and 5-10 days for order   
 turnaround on all shrink wrapped orders

*Orders are processed on an arrival basis. Lead 
times may increase in order to keep up with 
volume demands. In addition, please keep in 
mind that orders are processed upon receipt of a 
purchase order.

PLACING YOUR ORDER

SELECT 
AN ITEM

CHOOSE 
A BAG

PLACE 
YOUR 

ORDER

All product is ordered by the case, per size. All 
vend packed products are sold per case only. 
Case quantities will vary depending on which 
style is chosen. Please contact your Superior 
Glove rep for more details.

SHRINK WRAP

POLY BAG

Superior Glove is proud to offer a selection of Vend-Ready gloves and sleeves. Many of our best-selling 
styles are now available in a convenient vend pack for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) vending 
machines in the industrial workplace.

VEND PACKING:

superiorglove.com
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EASY ORDERING

1
SELECT ANY ITEM
Add a “P” in front of the

part number

2
*CHOOSE A POLY BAG 

 OR SHRINK WRAP

3
PLACE YOUR ORDER

Must be ordered by 
the case, per size

Order Inquiries: Contact our Customer Service Team.
Call 1-800-265-7617 or email customerservice@superiogrglove.com.

US Lead Times*
Poly Bag: 5-10 days
Shrink Wrap: 10-15 days

Canadian Lead Times*
Poly Bag: 5-7 days
Shrink Wrap: 5-10 days

Orders are processed on an arrival basis, upon 
receipt of a purchase order. Lead times may increase 
in order to keep up with volume demands. Once a 
purchase pattern is developed based on estimated 
quantities, Superior Glove will package, stock and 
hold inventories on most product.

*

Follow these 3 SIMPLE STEPS 
when placing your orders:

mailto:customerservice@superiogrglove.com


GLOVE SIZING GUIDE
A proper fit is extremely important. An uncomfortable fit 
causes hand fatigue and ultimately could lead to a  
potential workplace hazard.

Measure the width of your hand from the base of your first finger and across 
your knuckles.

5 / 2XS

6 / XS

7 / S

8 / M

50 mm / 2 inches 

63 mm / 2.5 inches

75 mm / 3 inches

88 mm / 3.5 inches

9 / L

10 / XL

11 / 2XL

12 / 3XL

101 mm / 4 inches

113 mm / 4.5 inches

126 mm / 5 inches

140 mm / 5.5 inches

SIZIING GUIDE

2XS

XS

S

M

250 mm / 9.75 inches 

260 mm / 10.25 inches

265 mm / 10.5 inches

280 mm / 11 inches

L

XL

2XL

295 mm / 11.75 inches

370 mm / 14.5 inches

450 mm / 17.5 inches

SLEEVE SIZING GUIDE
To find the best fit, measure the circumference of your 
bicep and choose sizing according to the chart below.

Sleeves come in multiple lengths (18”, 22”).

For a more natural fit, sleeves come in a tapered 
version which provide better comfort and staying 
power. Tapered sleeves are designed to fit the contours 
of your arm and won’t lose shape due to stretching. TAPERED NON-TAPERED

superiorglove.com
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CONTACT US

2

SOCIAL MEDIA

We invite you to follow us on the social media platforms listed below to stay up-to-date on 
the latest news, products, job postings and other happenings at Superior Glove!

FACEBOOK

 facebook.com/superiorglove

INSTAGRAM

 instagram.com/superior_glove

LINKEDIN

 linkedin.com/company/superior-glove

TWITTER

 twitter.com/superiorglove
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CANADA - HEAD OFFICE

PH (800) 265-7617 | (519) 853-1920
FX (519) 853-4496 
36 Vimy St., Acton ON  L7J 1S1
business.development@superiorglove.com

MEXICO

PH (281) 795-5250
FX (519) 853-4496 
johann.arjona@superiorglove.com

SOUTH AMERICA/AFRICA/ASIA/
AUSTRALASIA

PH (001) 905-749-1920 
margaret@superiorglove.com

QUEBEC

PH (514) 327-6812
FX (514) 29-2080 
9125 Pascal Gagnon, Suite 107
St. Léonard, QC  H1P 1Z4
info@groupdibello.com

EUROPE

PH +44 (0) 7748 801 833                      
 +1 519 853 1920
FX +1 519 853 4496 
graham.ayers@superiorglove.com

UNITED STATES

PH (800) 265-7617
FX (519) 853-4496 
2345 Walden Ave., Cheektowaga, NY 14225
business.development@superiorglove.com

Our Product Catalog features a curated selection of hand and arm protection but is not an all-inclusive list 
of the over 3,500 styles we have available. For information on products not included in the Product Catalog, 

please speak with your Superior Glove representative or visit our website at www.superiorglove.com.
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